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ABSTRACT

This report contains the proceedings of the LAMPF Workshop on Physics
with Polarized Nuclear Targets, held in Los Alamos, Nev Mexico, February 6,
1986, The workshop was devoted exclusively to a discussion o£ polarized
nuclear targets and the physics that might be learned from medium energy
experiments using such targets.

The workshop began with discussions of the static and dynamic methods for
polarizing nuclei; summary lists of nuclei that have been successfully
polarized, as well as nuclei that should be good candidates for future
polarized targets, were presented. The chemistry of materials suitable for
targets was also discussed, including factors bearing on the practicality of
producing the targets themselves.

Considerable time was spent speculating on the possible physics to be
learned from proton- and pion- (polarized) nucleus scattering experiments.
These discussions concentrated principally on elastic and charge-exchange
scattering since such experiments would be done first. Results of preliminary
calculations suggested that p + (polarized) nucleus elastic spin observable
data might show some sensitivity to various relativistic aspects of nuclear
structure as well as ba sensitive to the spin-dependence of the two-body
effective interaction. Calculations of spin observables for (p,n) charge-
exchange on a polarised target revealed considerable sensitivity to the
pseudoscilar versus pseudovector prescriptions for the nucleon-nucleon
invariant amplitude.

Other studies suggested that pion + (polarized) nucleus data will
rigorously test the various pion-nucleus reaction models. The investigation
of the spin-dependence of the true pion absorption cross section and an
examination of the d-nucleon spin-orbit interaction were further suggestions
as motivation for pion- (polarized) nucleus scattering experiments. Predicted
asymmetries for pion charge-exchange reactions were shown to be sensitive to
the pion-nuoleon effective interaction. The potentially interesting topics of
inelastic scattering and nuclear breakup were not addressed. As an example of
an experiment in progress which exploits nuclear spin degrees of freedom, a
pion single-charge-exchange experiment on oriented 165Ho was discussed. The
purpose of the experiment is to determine the deformed neutron density
distribution of this nucleus. The final topic was the physics to be learned
from (polarized) electron scattering from (polarized) nuclear targets. In
this instance many experiments with polarized electrons and/or polarized
targets will allow nearly direct determination of the Coulomb and transverse
electric and magnetic multipole matrix elements (form factors) describing
nuclear transitions.

Finally, there was a short discussion among the participants about
possible experiments at LAMPF using polarized nuclear targets. Considerable
interest was shown for such experiments. This led to questions on whether or
not it would be feasible for LAMPF to support such research by providing major
portions of the target system. The cost and practicality of such a program
was also addressed, and hope was expressed that further discussions would be
held on these matters.
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POLARIZED NUCLEAR TARGETS

ABSTRACT

The static and dynamic methods for producing polarised

targets ar«i briefly discussed and compared. Nuclei that

have been polarized by these methods ace summarized. The

equipment necessary for producing a working target is

described, as are the capabilities presently available at

LAMPF. A short description is presented of a polarized 1 5C

target proposed for use at the LAMPF HRS spectrometer, as an

example of a polarized target for use in nuclear physics

research.



I. INTRODUCTION

The feasibility of performing intermediate energy nuclear physics

scattering experiments vith polariz'iJ targets of protons and deuterons has been

wall established for many years. The extension of such an experimental program

to include polarized heavisr nuclei appears feasible for a certain limited

number of nuclei. One possible candidate is l 3C. The purpose of this paper is

to discuss briefly ths saethods for polarizing nuclei, to compare the relative

advantages and disadvantages of the methods, to summarize the nuclei that have

been polarized, and tc describe the present experimental capabilities for

polarizing at LAflPF.

Consider a nucleus witn spin I (I < 0 ) , I is related to the nuclear

magnetic moment u by th« relation if *> g s——11 vhere g is the nuclear
I Zsi_c

efi V p

gyrooagnetic ratio, g «• u/u«, •* * 5.050 x 10~a4 erg/gauss is the nuclear

magneton u N, and I is the spin angular momentum vector. In a polarized target

ve require that the magnetic moments be aligned relative to S Q E « direction in

space. The aagnetic aoaent or, equivalently its associated magnetic field,

provides a means to achieve preferential alignaent through the usa of various

techniques. Almost all of the techniques involve subjecting the nuclear

magnetic moment to external aagnetic fields, vhich are aanipulated to provide

the desired polarization. To define polarisation quantitatively, consider an

ensemble of nuclei, each vith spin I. If a aagnetic field B is applied to

provide an axis of quantization, the nuclei can be in any one of 21 + 1 energy

states, each characterised by a different value of a, the projection of the spin

vector on the axis. Tha values of m range from -I < m < I. If the population

of each state is a^, the polarization P is given by



When the various energy levels are not equally populated, the assembly is said

to be oriented. The alignment A of the assembly is defined by

For spin I > 1, other parameters may be required to completely specify the

system. If I - 1/2, A - 0, the polarization P describes the system.

To polarize nuclei there are several ways in vhich magnetic fields are

applied. Consider a nucleus in some substance. Each nucleus is subjected to

the field of its surrounding electrons, as veil as those of neighboring atoms.

The net magnetic field is the sum over all other constituents vithin the sample.

In addition, one can apply external fields. The techniques for applying fields

fall under the broad category of static methods. We present a summary from

Ref. 2.

II. STATIC METHOD FOR POLARIZING NUCLEI

A. General Considerations

The basic technique is to produce splitting by a jJ'B type interaction where

the lowest energy leval is appreciably populated. The sample is typically

cooled to very lov temperature 10 -» 100 sK so the depolarizing effects of

thermal agitation are ainiaissd. 0ns nethod is eallsd orientation by magnetic

hyperfine structure. This technique aakss us@ of ths fact that unfilled

electron shells of a paramagnetic ion can produce a field at the nucleus of the

order of 100,000 to 1,COO,000 gauss. Thus, a technique that will orient the



moments of the electrons in space will orient the magnetic fields acting on the

nuclei and hence will orient the nuclei. Using this idea paramagnetic materials

in the form of either a povder or single crystal may be polarized by cooling to

-50 mK and simultaneously applying yith a magnet an external field of, say, 500

gauss. Under ^hese conditions the electron moments are magnetized to saturation

and thus the magnetic fields they produce at the nuclei are polarized. The

nuclei themsel/es, however, may or may not be polarized; this depends on the

relative values of the nuclear hyperfine splitting —, where u = magnetic

moment, B • the total field at the nucleus, and k. • Boltzmann constant. If uB/k

is of the order of, or larger than, the lattice tfimperature, then polarization

and/'or alignment can occur.

In some single-crystal materials tht direction of the crystalline electric

field is fixed relative to the crystal axes. The interaction of this tlectric

field with magnetic ions can restrain the direction of the magnetic field at the

nucleus. At low temperatures an alignment occurs along or in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the electric field. A polarization can be produced

by applying an additional external magnetic field. In Table I we list the

nuclei that have been polarized by these techniques, vhich is called the static

method. The degree of polarization that can be obtained is a compromise among

several factors. In general the lover the temperature the higher the

polarization; however, fro* an experimental point of view the highar the

temperature the easier th@ problem of handling heat loads. As a rough guide, a:

0.35 K, 27C059 vill have a polarization of 0.25 and an alignment of 0.2; 67HO165

vill have a polarization of 0.75. To aaka aore definite statements, one would

have to consider details of th« desired polarized nuclei in conjunction vith the

specific requirements of the proposed expsrinent.



NUCLEI

23V

25Mn

27Co

29Cu

33As

TABLE

POLARIZED BY

51Sb

58Ce

59Pr

6ONd

61Pm

I

STATIC

62Sm

65Tb

66Dy

67Ho

68Er

METHODS

7OYb

92U

93Np

94Pu

95Am

Polarization can be obtained by applying with a magnet a strong external

magnetic field which acts directly on the nuclei. In addition, the material is

cooled to lov temperature, the technique is called the brute-force method. It

is in principle applicable to all substances but in practice is restricted to

materials (such as metals) vhere the nuclear-spin-lattice relaxation time is

short enough to permit reasonable polarization times. Ve consider the case of

hydrogen and evaluate the brute-force polarization at 10 T and 0.01 K. For

protons u - gu^, vhere g - 2.79 and u^ is as was given previously,

f . u * \ \

U . (2.79)(5.O5O x lQ-»« erg/gauas) _ 1<Q2 X 10_, X

^ 1.380 s 10"»• erg/K *

B __ 10T -jT
f - 0.01K " R

P - tanh [(1.021 « lO'MUO 1)) H tanh (1.021)

P - 0.77 or 77X .



If the temperature is increased to 0.02 K,

P = tanh (.51) - .47 or A

Ve see that very low temperatures and strong fields are required for reasonable

polarization.

There are presently at least tvo groups, one at Karlsruhe and another at

Duke University, vho have active programs of nuclear research using the

bruts-forca technique. Both groups are conducting experiments with neutron

beams incident on the polarized target. In Tabla II btlov we indicate the types

of nuclei and polarization (at 10 T, and 0.01 K) to be expected vith this

method. ' There are other neihods for polarizing nuclei, at least three of

which should be mentioned. The optical-punping aethod has b«en used to polarize

33e gas to about 50X at a density of 10** atoms/at. The rotating sample method

has polarized hydrogen in a sample of yttrium -Jthyl sulfate (YES). A relatively

nev method called microwave-induced optical-nuclear polarization (HIONP) was

used to polarize hydrogen to 42% in fluorena. These methods all have potential

application in producing polarised nucle&r targets, but at this time their

utilization has been very lisited.
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TABLE II

NUCLEI POLARIZED OR PROPOSED TO BE POLARIZED

BY THE BRUTE FORCE TECHNIQUE

3He3(l/2+), [50*1

3Li6(U), [15X]

3Li7<3/2-), [57X1

4B«9(3/2-), [23X1

5B1K3/2-), [49X]

llNa23(3/2+), [30X1

12A827(5/2+), [53X1

21Sc45(7/2-), [60X]

23V5K7/2-), [63X1

25Mn55(5/2-), [5?%]

29Cu63(3/2-), [42XJ

29Cu65(3/2-), [44XJ

33As75(3/2-), [20X1

41Nb93(9/2+), [67X1

49Inll3(9/2+), [63X1

49Inll5(9/2+), [63X1

55Csl33<7/2+),

57Lal39(7/2+), [30X1

59Prl41(5/2+), 145X]

73Tal81(7/2+). [35X1

75Rel87(5/2+), [48X]

81T82O3(l/2*), [53XJ

81T«205(l/2+), [53X1

8.3Bi209(9/2-),

B. Static Method Hardware Requirements

As a general statement, static methods require very low temperature

T < 0.02 K. The lover the temperature, the better the polarization. To obtain

very lov temperature a dilution refrigerator is used. An external magnet may or

may not be required, depending on the material being polarized. For materials

that are polarized by the brute-force aethod, very strong, 7 to 10 tesla,

external fields are required. Fields of this strength can be obtained v U h

superconducting aagnets. The polarization of the saaple can be calculated

provided one knows th<9 t«ap«rature.

III. DYNAMIC METHOD FOE POLARIZING NUCLEI

A. General Considerations

Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) techniques ' have been developed within

the last twenty years. There are four basic raquirsmonts for DNP that are

listed in Table III.



TABLE III

EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DYNAMIC NUCLEAR POLARIZATION

1. A suitable material containing the nuclei cf interest along

with paramagnetic polarizing centers required for spin

pumping.

2. Cooling of the material to low temperature T < 0.5 K.

3. Exposing the material to a strong and uniform (10"*) 2.5T

magnetic fiald.

A. Irradiec'ng the material vith microwaves at a frequency near

70 GHz.

The main features of DNP are that at lov temperature and strong field the

electrons associated vith the paramagnetic centers are almost completely

polarized. The electron polarization is then transferred to the nuclei by

applying microvave energy at the correct frequency to induce electron-nuclear

spin flips. A key feature is that the electron-spin-lattice relaxation time is

short while the nuclear relaxation tin is long. Thus, for example, a nuclear

spin that has been flipped parallel to the field will remain there while the

corresponding electron vill flip back so that it can be used again to flip other

nuclei. In this Banner aicrovave-induced spin puoping permits, in some cases,

substantial polarization to be produced. Nuclei that have been polarized in

this way are listed in Table IV.
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TABLE IV

NUCLEI POLARIZED BY DNP

2He3(l/2+), [2OXJ 7N14(1+), [12%]

3Li6(l*), [70%] 7N15(l/2-), [12X1

3Li7(3/2-), [80X1 9F19(l/2+), [70X1
5B10(3+). [37XJ 13A527(5/2+), [10X]
5811(3/2-), [60XJ 2OCa43(7/2-), [80X]

6C13(l/2+), [26X] 57Lal39(7/2+), [40X1

B. DNP Hardware Requirements

The..s art.' four main hardware requirements for DNP as follows:

1. A polarizing magnet capable of providing a 2.5-T field with uniformity

<10"4 throughout the target volume.

2. A cryogenic refrigerator capable of cooling the target material to

<0.5 *..

3. A 70-GEIz microwave system.

4. A system for measuring the degree of polarization, usually by nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMB) techniques.

The apparatus is shown in schematic form in Fig. 1. The magnet can be

either a conventional electromagnet vith resistive windings or superconducting.

Which type is used depends on details of the experiment requirements. Of

paramount importance is field uniformity throughout the target volume, which

must typically be of the order of ±2.5 gauss out of 25,000 gauss. The

uniformity requireaent ensures a veil-defined spin-transition frequency; a

substantial field deviation could result in s nonunifore polarization of the

sample. To achieve the lov polarising temperature of 0.5 K, two types of

refrigerator have been used, a ]H@ evaporation type and a powerful dilution

cryostat. A sBe refrigerator is shown in Fig. 1. With this system, liquid * He



DNP POLARIZED TARGET

L4He

He Gas-jj.
70 p

#HeGas

8=25,000 Gauss

AB ^ ± 2.5 Gauss

DNP Requirements:
I.Strong and uniform magnetic field-2.5T
2.Low temperature T<-0.5K
3. Microwaves

4. Target material with paramagnetic polarizing centers

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a DNP Polarized
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is used to cool the radiation shields and inner heat exchangers. To obtain

0.5 K, 3He is used in a closed-loop cryogenic mods. The room-temperature ]He

gas is delivered to th@ cryostst where 1c is cooled down and condensed to liquid

at about 2 K under a pressure of 200-400 torr. The liquid 3 He then passes

through a heat exchanger (not shown) vhich cools it to less than 1 K, then it is

expanded directly in the target cell to a low pressure of about 0.1 torr.

Liquid 3He at 0.1 torr has a temperature less than 0.5 K. Powerful roots-type

pumps maintain this low pressure. Refrigeration is needed because of the heat

load generated by the polarizing microwaves, which is typically 1-2 mW per gram

of material, and to a lesser extent thiit caused by a charged particle beam.

Refrigeration is accomplished b«cause it takes energy, the latent heat of

vaporization (about 30 joulas/aola at 0.5 K ) , to cause atoms of 3He to change

phase from liquid to gas. After being pumped, the JHe gas is routed through a

special handling and purification system and then directed back to the

refrigerator. Vhsr. the experiment is complete, the gas is pumped into sealed

tanks for storage.

The polarizing Bicrovavas arts generated by eithsr carcinotrons or

extended-interaction oscillator-typs tubes. The frequency required is near

70 GHz. These tubes arc tuned remotely to the optimum frequency for bast

polarization. The «icrowave pover is directed onto the target material by a

special wave guide.

Target polarization is ssasured by nuclear nagnetic resonance (NMR). Uith

the NMR method two separata naasurenants are required. One measurement is

called the theraal equilibriua (TE) calibration. It is done vith the microwaves

off and at a higher temperature where the spin-systen theraal relaxation time is

short enough to onsurs that thermal ©quilibriua has boen achieved. Under this

special condition the degree of target polarization (P) can be calculated. For



spin 1/2, P - tanh (uB/k.T) where the symbols in the argument of the hyperbolic

function have the same meaning as previously. The area of the measured TE

signal corresponds to the calculated polarization, which in turn calibrates the

measuring system. After this measurement is complete the temperature is reduced

and the microwaves applied. As the polarization increases so does the measured

NMR signal area; one then takes the ratio of the enhanced signal area to the TE

signal area times the calculated TE polarization to obtain the enhanced

polarization. With this ssthod the hydrogen polariz&tion of targets used at

LAMPF can be measured to an accuracy of about ±45!.

Of critical importance to DNP is the target material. It must contain the

nuclei of interest and paramagnetic polarizing centers. The solid state physics

requirements arc a short thermal relaxation tine for the paramagnetic electrons

and a much longer nuclear relaxation 30 that DNP can be achieved. The chemistry

compatibility problems «re in many cases difficult; as a result, to date, a very

broad application of ONP has not been carried out.

Vithin the last several yaars a nev and quite powerful technique has been

developed in conjunction vith DNP; it is called the frozen-spin target. '® Vith

this a*thod the material is polarised vith a dilution refrigerator at 0.5 K and

2.5 T as already described. After polarizing, the aicrovaves are turned off and

the temperature of the material reduced to about 0.05 K. At this very lov

temperature the nuclear spin lattice relaxation tiaa is long, about 200 to 300

hours, so that the polarization is effectively frossn, hence the term

frozen-spin target. At. this stags the magnetic field can also be reduced from

2.5 T to about 0.5 T or lass. The field can be reduced by either turning the

sagnet dovn or physically aoving the target to a ragion of lower field. This

provides tvo important advantages to experiments. First, the magnetic

deflection of scattered charged particles is substantially reduced, and second,



the solid-angle access for detection of particles can be increased. This

technique has been used quite effectively with polarized proton and deuterium

targets.8'9'10

IV. POLARIZED TARGET EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE AT LAMPF

With targets polarized by DNP, the polarizing magnet determines the

direction of the target polarization either n, 8, or s. Here the unit vector n

is normal to the horizontal scattering plane and is defined by

n -

where k.j is the incident bean momentum and fcp tht scattered particles momentum.

- t
The vector 5 - —1— and s - 5 x n

Several complete magnet systems are available tor experiments. By a system ve

msan the magnet, its associated power supply, and control electronics, as veil

as a mounting stand. In Table V ve present • summary of these systems. Two

complete refrigerator systems are available for use vith the magnets, there are,

hovever, some compatibility limitations. The available systems are summarized

in Table VI. A nev very powerful 250 KV dilution refrigerator is under

development and should b« available for experinnnts by 1987. Two complete

systems are available that provide 70 GHz microwaves vith povcr levels up to

several watts. Por measuring the target polarization tvo complete NMR systems

are available. These systems were designed to measure proton polarization at



106 MHz and 2.5 T field (w - 42,577 HHz/T). Modifications vould be required to

measure the polarization of other nuclei. Vith some nuclei it may not be

practical to measure the polarization by NMR, in vhich case other special

techniques or new technology may be required.

TABLE V

POLARIZED TARGET MAGNET SYSTEMS AT LAMPF

1. ZOLTAN C-Type Electromagnet

Field: 2.5 T

Uniformity: < 2 x 10"4 throughout -85 cc

Pole Gap: 3-5/8 in

Field Direction: n or s

2. VARIAN C-Type Electromagnet

Field: 2.5 T

Uniformity: <10"4

Pole Gap: 3 in

Field Direction: n or s

3. HERA Superconducting Split-Coil Solenoid

Field: 2.5 T

Uniformity: < x 1Q~* throughout -b4 ec

War* Bora: 11 in diameter

Field Direction: i or s

4. Superconducting Solenoid

Field: 2.5 T

Uniformity: <10"A throughout 390 cc

Vara Bore: diaaeter 7-1/2 in

Field Direction: 4 or n
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TABLE VI

POLARIZED TARGET REFRIGERATOR SYSTEMS AT LAMPF

1. Vertical 3He (0.5 K) refrigerator;

compatible only vith the HERA magnet.

2. Vertical dilution Q 0.05 K) refrigerator;

compatible only vith the HERA magnet.

3. Horizontal or vertical 3He (0.5 K) refrigerator;

compatible vith ZOLTAN, VARIAN, or HERA magnet.

V. COMPARISON OF DNP AND STATIC POLARIZATIOH METHODS

In Table VII ve> compare some general features of the DNP and static

methods.

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF DNP AND STATIC POLARIZATION METHODS

DNP STATIC

Field

Temperature

Polarization

Polarization
Reversal

2.5 T
0.5 T (frozen spin)

0.5 K

20 - 902

Change Microwave
Frequency

6 - 10 T

<0.05 K,

20 - 90*

Reverse
rotate

or <1T depending

for brute

the applied
the sample

force,

field

on mate

<0.02 K

or

DNF possesses tvo sain advantages over static sethods: higher polarizing

temperature (-0.5 K) and the ability to revarse the polarization without



changing experimental conditions. The higher polarizing temperature is

important vhen the experiment requires the use of a charged-particle incident

beam. Detected count rates are directly proportional to the incident beam

intensity and beam heating effects are cryogenically easier to handle at higher

temperatures. The ability to reverse the polarization without changing

experimental conditions is important in the reduction of systematic errors.

VIth DNP this is accomplished by changing the frequency of the polarizing

microwaves, all other conditions remain the same. Vith static methods the

polarization is reversed by changing the polarity of the applied field or by

rotating tht sample. In some casss vith the static method, the external field

can be Much asaller (<1T) than with DNP (2.5 T typical). This feature has

important potential advantages for experiments that require low-momentum charged

beams or the detection of low-somentua charged particles.

Another iw;?rtant consideration is the chemical composition of the target

mat-rial. Vith DNP, paramagnetic polarizing centers are required, which imposes

chemical restraints on the form and compatibility of the material. Existing

polarized hydrogen or deuterium targets are not pura hydrogen or deuterium. To
H

date the aatarials used hav* been of the general fora HO-C-. Vith these

materials hydiogen or deuteriua comprises about 10Z of the total mass. For most

experiments the carbon, oxygen, and other nonhydrogenous nuclei are a source of

background which lust be taken care of by careful experimental design and

corrections Bade to the acquired scattering data. In some cases "he

contemplated experiaant say not be feasible because of the large background.

With the static sethod various nuclei hava been polarized in essentially pure

form. An exaaple is holaiua where a sasple in the form of a single crystal can

be polarized by siaply cooling it to low tesperature. The very low temperature

(<20 ok) and strong applied field (V>-10 T) required vith the brute-force method
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presents particularly severe problems for experiments considering a brute-force

polarized target. The heating caused by charged particle beams vill raise the

temperature of the sample, which results in lower polarization. For example, an

energy loss of i MeV per particle with an incident beam intensity of 1

picoamp (• 6.25 x 10* particles per second), results in a heat load of 1 uwatt

(10 ergs/sec). Dilution refrigerators are avails •" ?, that can absorb heat loads

of this amount while maintaining the te^r&ture of the refrigerant liquid at

20 mK or less; however, *t these very low temperatures, the Kapitza resistance

between the eat-rial and refrigerant becomes significant. Herringa has

that with a heat load of J.5 uV at 0.01 K. the proton polarization will

decrease from 75% to 4AX in a sample of TiH2. The very large magnetic field of

6-10 T bends the trajectory of scarred charged particles; the amount of

bending will Unit the lowest-momentum pfrticle that can be detected.

PROPOSALVII. POLARIZED 1 3C TARGET, LAMPF PROPOSAL E955

As an example of a ONP polarized nuclear target, we consider LAMPF proposal

£955, "Search for Experimental Proof of the Existence of Lower Components in the

Nuclear Vave Function," This experiment requires a polarized 1 3 C target; it is

proposed to be dona in three stages, each stages corresponding to a different

target polarization direction, i.e., n, 9, and is. The experiment consists of

elastically scattering polarized protons froa polarized 1 9C and measuring the

polarization of the scattered proton. The feasibility of polarizing 1 3C by DNP

techniques vas established previously at CEtN. 1 2' 1 3 In the first CERN

experiment, the target material used lsC-«r.rich«d (44£) 1-butanol

[CHj (CB;)2
 1 3CHj0H]. The target consisted of a conventional electromagnet with

2.5 T field and a liquid SH« evaporation rufrigerator (0.5 R ) . A 1 3C

polarization of 21X vas obtained, tha polarization vas measured by NMR. E955



aims to measure p - l 5 S elastic scattering. Excellent momentum resolution as

provided by the LAMPF HRS spectrometer is required to separate the 1 !C elastic

events from other nuclei in the target. Elastic events from 1 2 C are of

particular concern because it may not be possible to separate these from 1 3C at

all angles where measurements are desired. Because of this concern, the

material chosen for the experiment was 99% 13C-enriched ethanediol

HO- 1 3C- 1 3C-OH. This enriched material has a minimal amount of 1 2 C , is available

commercially, and the feasibility for polarizing 1 3 C in it has been

established.13

The bending of the plastically scattered protons at 500 MeV is about 15

for an n type 2.5 T polirizing field. This amount of bending deflects the

protons too ouch, so they are not detected. Further investigation revealed that

by offsetting the center of tha polarizing magnet 3/16" upstream and 7/16" beam

. . i i

left of the HRS physical pivot, then for the 10 -30 angular range desired, the

scattered protons can be detected.

The actual experimental resolution that can be obtained is affected by

multiple scattering and energy loss in the metal of the target cryostat. In

order to reduce these effects as auch as possible, special mylar vindovs were

designed and tested vacuum-tight at cryogenic temperatures. Vindovs of this

type will be instilled on th« refrigerator thereby substantially reducing

multiple scattering and energy loss.

The -.xperiment consists of a three-spin measurement where the polarization

of the scattered proton ia analyzed vith & polarimeter. To keep running times

manageable, b«am currents as high as possible are desired. A practical

limitation on the beam intensity is radiation damage to the target materials.

Beans heating effects at 0.5 K are very small. Experimentally, radiation damage

manifests itself in a deterioration of target polarization. With hydrogen



targets, after a flux of about 1014 particles/cmJ have traversed the sample,

polarization is reduced to 1/e of the original value. The corresponding flux

has not been measured for 1 3C, but ve expect it to be similar to that for

hydrogen because the radiation damage mechanism should be essentially the same

for both nuclei. Polarization can be partially restored by "annealing" the

target, vhich consists of raising the temperature to 120-140 K for a fev minutes

and then cooling back dovn. Repolarizing the target yields a maximum

polarization a fev percent less than what vas obtained prior to the 1014

particles/cm2 . The radiation damaging and annaaling process can be repeated

several tim«s before the damaged material must be replaced. The amount of beam

current that can be reasonably tolerated is a question that can only be answered

by direct experiment. Systematic effects such as • local depolarization within

the sample must be carefully monitored. This requires careful experimental

design to ensure that one is able to measure quantities sensitive to this

effect.

VII. CONCLUSION

Hany nuclei have been polarized by either static or dynamic methods. To

date only a very fev nuclei, priaarily hydrogen and deuterium, have been

utilized in scattering experiments. This has b-een due in part to the technical

complexity of the targets and in some cases to the rather severe limitations

imposed by the various polarizing methods. The development of dynamic nuclear

polarization techniques coupled with the frozen-spin concept, which utilizes a

poverful dilution refrigerator, offers the hope that several nuclei with Z > 1

say be polarized, thereby permit ting nev and potentially very important nuclear

scattering experiments to be carried out. For this to be realized numerous

technical problems will have to be solved and a concerted effort made on



-L

developing new target materials. Such an effort requires the effective

collaboration of personnel with expertise in nuclear-scattering experiments,

low-temperature cryogenics, solid state, and polarized target physics, as veil

as chemistry.

A somewhat restricted number of experiments can probably be performed

utilizing nuclei that have already been polarized vith the conventional methods.

Because of the very strong magnetic fields associated vith the brute-force

polarization, utilization of this technique will probably focus on experiments

that detect either neutral or relatively high-momentum charged particles.
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PROSPECTS FOR POLARIZIKC VARIODS NDCLEI BY MICROWA?£ OTtMAHIC

COOLIMC IB CTEHICALLY-DOPED GLASSES^

Daniel H i l l

High Energy Physics Division
Argonne Nat iona l Laboratory, Argonne, I l l i n o i s 60439

Abstract

Factors are discussed which bear on the practicality of polarized nuclear

targets. A fully-enriched, polarized 13C sample Is also described.

I . Introduction

In the previous presentation several different schemes were described,

which are used to obtain sizeable, steady-state (or, at least, quasi-steady-

state) nuclear spin polarization. Of the various methods, the one which has

proven to have the most useful qualities for polarized targets is microwave

dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP). This method has considerable power and

generality and has underlain a large number of operational targets; however,

so far, auch applications have comprised very few different types of nuclide.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of High Energy
Physics, Contract U-31-109-ENG-38.



Here, I am going to offer some speculation as to which nuclei may be the best

candidates for the further exploitation of this method. I am going to focus

rather narrowly on a particular brand of DNP, that of microwave dynamic cool-

ing in chemically-doped glasses.

II. Flanking the Hoc I Idea

A. Dynamic Cooling in Glasses

There are two major subdivisions of the microwave DNP method: the

"solid effect" and "dynamic cooling". In both cases the physical system con-

sists of a dilute paramagnet dispersed in a solid matrix which is relatively

concentrated in the nuclei to be polarized. In the ideal limit of the solid

effect, the microwaves pump the nuclear spins up to a polarization equal to

that of the paramagnet. In the ideal limit of dynamic cooling, all nuclides

present in the matrix attain a common, low spin temperature, so that nuclei of

different types are polarized to different degrees.

The dilute paramagnet may be produced In one of several ways:

a) radiolysis or photolysis of the solid material,

b) matrix trapping or co-deposition of the matrix material and the

paramagnet from the vapor phase,

c) growth of crystals from the melt or solution, with the para-

aiagnet present at low concentration, and

d) formation of a doped glass by quenching the liquid phase of the

matrix in which the paramagnet Is dissolved as an impurity.

The last method has been the one most often used for polarized

targets; it owes Its versatility to the fact chat a single type of paramagnet

with desirable magnetic properties can form a true, dispersed solid solution

in a wide range of glasses, owing to the relative ease with which glasses



accept impurit ies . There Is at Least one consequence of this method of dopant

dispersal , however, which Is not benign. The nuclear s i t e s in a g lass are

necessari ly randomly oriented re la t ive to the applied f i e l d , and this results

In a broadening of the NMR l ine for nuclei having a quadrupole s p l i t t i n g .

B. Raw ?olarl2abl11ty

A number of factors have an Influence on our a b i l i t y to polarize a

given type of nucleus by a given method. One property which has some re le -

vance to a l l methods, and i s certainly relevant to the dynamic cool ing method,

is a property which I wi l l c a l l the raw p o l a r i z a b i l i t y . This property relates

to the strength of the nuclear magnetic moment, u» that I s , how much of a

"handle" we have on the spin. The vector po lar izat ion of an ensemble of

weakly in teract ing spins I , In Boltzmann equilibrium at spin temperature T and

subject to a s t a t i c magnetic f i e l d B, i s given by the Bri l louin function

where k i s the Boltzmann constant. If we use the re la t ive s i ze of P to rank

the nuclides ia order of "polar izabiUty", the order of ranking depends

s l i g h t l y , but not ser ious ly , on the (f ixed) r a t i o of B/T chosen. In Tables I

and II I have tabulated and ranked the nuclei using B - 2.5 T, T - 1.1 mK,

conditions which, with one or two exceptions, represent the highest rat io

obtained in dynamic cooling experiments. Many working polarized proton

targets achieve a B/T rat io of only about one-half this value.

These tnblea l i s t only "stable" nuc l ides , i . e . , those having measur-

able natural abundances. Also, only those nucl ides are l i s t e d for which

P (2.5 T, 1.I mK) > 25%, as an arbitrary cut -o f f . The ranking in terms of the

magnitude of P i s done without regard to poss ib le complications ar i s ing from



ferromagnetic or strong quadrupolar e f f e c t s . The NMR s e n s i t i v i t y is that for

constant f i e l d , normalized to unity for 1H. This gives a par t ia l indication

of the r e l a t i v e d i f f i cu l ty of monitoring the polarizat ion via WMR.

C. Ouadrupolar S p l i t t i n g

Large quadrupolar s p l i t t i n g s also reduce the NMR s e n s i t i v i t y through

the broadening mentioned previously. In extreme cases Eq. (1) a l so becomes

Invalid. Since the s p l i t t i n g depends on the e l e c t r i c f ie ld gradient at the

nuclear s i t e , which varies widely from matrix-to-matrix, i t i s not possible to

quantify t i e e f f ec t as an i n t r i n s i c nuclear property. The best that we can do

is choose a t^preservative value of the gradient and compare the nuclides at

that value. In Tables I and II this i s done in the column headed 3e qQMuB,

which is the expansion partiraetsr for a quadrupolar perturbation, and where q

13 the gradient and Q the nuclear quadsrupoit moment. The value of q was

chosen so as to yie ld a parameter value of 0.01 for Hf which i s c lose to the

observed r e l a t i v e s p l i t t i n g for deuterons in d io i - type targets , at B =• 2.5 T.

In the tables the nucl ides with s p l i t t i n g < 0,15 are masked with a

star to s ign i fy that the s p l i t t i n g might be reasonably expected to be

to lerable . Of course, i f some other method of monitoring the polar izat ion

could be devised, this factor would be lass re levant .

I I I . A 13C Test

As described in the previous presentation, the f e a s i b i l i t y of polarizipg

13C by dynamic cooling in 1 ,2-ethanediol , at the leve l of ^3C natural

abundancet was demonstrated some years ago. We (D. H i l l , J. Jsrmer) have

recently extended this result to a ful ly-enriched sample of 1 ,2-ethanedlol -

C2. The re su l t s are shown In Table I I I .



The samples were prepared from material enriched to 99 atom % C,

obtained commercially. Dynamic cooling was done at 2.5 f and 0.4 K in a He

bath. The *H polarization was measured in the standard way, by thermal

equilibrium comparison at 1 K. The C polarization was measured by

comparison of the enhanced H signal at constant frequency (27.055 MHz).

The two spin species exhibited equal spin temperatures, within uncertain-

t ies , under a i l conditions tried in this experiment. Figure 1 shows some NI-1R

signals. Figure 2 shows that the two species exhibit equal relaxation times,

T^, at I K. Figure 3 indicates a similar behavior of the inverse spin

temperatures vs. applied microwave frequency.

It i s worth noting that, in a material such as this one that contains

three times as many H as C, i t should be possible to substantially increase

the C-polarization by an internuclear polarization transfer from the H

species. The various methods that exist for doing this would result in only a

transient increase in P( C); however, at dilution refrigerator temperatures

the holding time would probably be long enough to enable scattering experi-

ments. A drawback of such a scheme is that i t may be diff icult to obtain

spatial uniformity of the polarisation in target! of > 1 cm transverse

dimension.

IV. Su

The stable nuciides have been ranked according to polarizability at equal

spin temperature, and some farther discrimination has been attempted on the

basis of potential quadrupolai: spl itt ing. These are only two of the consi-

derations which would enter into an attempt to create a practical polarized



nuclear target based on dynamic cooling In the glass phase. The other consi-

derations Involve questions of the physical chemistry of glass formation, and

the chemistry of the paramagnetic dopant.

Specifically, if we fix our thinking in terms of one of our "favorite"

dopants, nanely, Cr(V) complexes, we would need to address the following

questions:

1) What classes of compounds exist that would be relatively rich in the

candidate nuclei and might also be amenable to glass formation?

2) Which of the above classes are likely to offer, in the liquid phase,

a sufficient solubility (> 0.1 M) for Cr(V) complexes, and a suffi-

cient chemical stability of the solution?
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Isotope

1 Q

> 3H e

., 11B

1213b

81Br

127X

* 31p

79Br

l23Sb

* 125Te

• 170

* 129Xe

7 5A 3

* ioB

* 123Te

• 13C

* 2H

* 29Si

• 77Se

35C1

83Kr

13lXe

37C1

21Ne
33S

73Ge

Natural
Abundance

99.98

100.

0.01

80.3

57.25

49.48

100.

100,

50.52

42.75

6.99

0.04

26.44

100.

19.7

0.87

1.11

0.02

4.71

7.58

75.53

11.55

21.18

24.47

0.26

0.76

7.67

Spin
I

1/2

1/2

1/2

3/2

5/2

3/2

5/2

1/2

3/2

111

111

5/2

1/2

3/2

3

1/2

1/2

1

1/2

1/2

3/2

9/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

9/2

Table I

Non -Ketalo

u
UN

2.793

2.629

-2.128

2.688

3.359

2.270

2.809

1.132

2.106

2.547

-0.887

-1.894

-0.777

1.439

i.801

-0.736

0.702

0.857

-0.555

0.534

0.822

-0.970

0.691

0.684

-0.662

0.644

-0.879

2

0.047

0.26

0.42

0.86

0.54

0.43

0.042

0.62

0.14

0.010

0.29

0.82

0.53

0.35

0.42

0.26

0.63

NMR
Sensitivity

1.0000

0.8340

0.4421

0.1652

0.1624

0.0994

0.0950

0.0665

0.0794

0.0464

0.0321

0.0291

0.0215

0.0253

0.0199

0.0183

0.0159

0.0096

0.0079

0.0070

0.0047

0.0019

0.0028

0.0027

0.0025

0.0023

0.0014

P(2.5T,1

98.

97.

94.

81.

80.

75.

75.

73.

72.

67.

62.

60.

56.

56.

55.

54.

52.

43.

43.

41,

35.

31.

30.

30.

29.

28,

28,

.imK)

I

5

3

3

8

2

0

6

4

4

8

0

9

8

8

5

6

9

1

,7

,9

,2

,7

,4

,5

,7

.5



I3ocope

93Mb
51V

U 5 I u
U3In
2 0 5 n

2 0 3 n

7Li
u l P r
45Sc
59Co
27A1

l65Ho
87Rb

151Eu
55Mn
209Bi

71Ga
187Re
185Re
65Cu

138La
63Cu
23Na
5OV

L39La
69Ga
159Tb

U 9 S n
176Lu
U 7 S n
133Cs
181Ta
115Sn
175Lu
153Eu

9Be
U 3 C d

Natural
Abundance

100.
99.75

95.77

4.23

70.50

29.50

92.58
100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

27.85

47.77

100.

100.

39.8

62.93

37.07

30.9

0.09

69.1

100.

0.25

99.91

60.2

100.

8.58

2.60

7.57

100.

99.99

0.34

97.40

52.23

100.

12.26

Spin
I

9/2
111
9/2
9/2
1/2
1/2
3/2
5/2

111
111
5/2

111
311
5/2
5/2
9/2
3/2
5/2
5/2
3/2
5
3/2
3/2
6

111
"ill

"ill

111
7

1/2
111

m
m
in
5/2
3/2
1/2

u

6,
5,
5,
5,
1,
1,
3,
4,
4,
4
3,
4
2
3
3
4
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
2
2

±1
-1
±3
-1
2.
2
-0
2
1
-1
-0

,167

,148

,535

.523

.627

.612

.256

.16

.756

.616

.641

.12

.750

.463

.449

.080

.560

. :o4

.172

.381

.704

.223

.217

.347

.778

.014

.008

.046

.18

.000

578
.38
.918

.230

.530

.177

.622

3e~gQ

4uB

0.11
0.03

0.46

0.45

0.04

0.043

0.14

0.25

0.13

2.0
0.14

1.0
0.4
0.29

0.14

2.1
2.2
0.25

0.42

0.29

0.14

0.05

0.24

0.29

2.0

7.7

0.004

4.

7.7
5.6
0.13

NMR
Sensitivity
U3(I+1)111

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0,
0.
0,
0.
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4874

3836

3524

3501

1979

1921

2936

,3085

,3024

,2764

,2069

,1966

,1768

,1780

,1758

.1411

,1426

.1409

.1367

.1148

.0933

.0934

.0927

.0558

.0603

.0695

.0688

.0526

.0402

.0459

.0482

.0379

.0355

.0312

.0153

.0139

.0111

P(2.5T,1

89.
88.
87.
87.
87.
87.
87.
86.
86.
85.
83.
82.
82.
81.
81.
80.
79.
79.
79.
77.
76.
74.
74.
72.
70,
70,
70,

70,
69,

68
67,
64,
64
62
51
48
47

.ImK)

5
1

5
5
5
2
1
7
4
7
2
9
0
8
6
4
6
4
1
,1
,8
,5
,4
,3
,6
.6
.5
.1
.6
.1
.9
.9
.3
.4
.6
.7
.6



TABLE II (Continued)

Isotope

Natural
Abundance Spin

I

NMR
Sensitivity

3 2
P ( 2 . 5 T , l . l m K )

3 5 Rb
195

p t

207
43

Pb

Ca

40K

137
199
171

49

135
143

87
97
95
61
67
25
47

189
147
101
173
163
201

Ba
Hg
Yb
Ti
Ba
Nd
Sr
Mo

Mo

Ni

Zn

'Mg

Ti
Os
Sm
Ru
Yb
Dy

Hg

72.15

33.8

12.75

11.23

21.7

0.14

7.42

0.01

11.32

16.84

14.31

5.46

6.59

12.2

7.02

9.45
15.7

1.25
4.11

10.11

7.32
16.1

15.07

17.02

16.13
24.97

13.22

5/2
1/2
1/2
5/2
1/2
7/2
1
4
3/2
1/2
1/2

111
3/2
7/2
9/2
5/2
5/2
3/2
5/2
5/2
5/2
3/2
7/2
5/2
5/2
5/2
3/2

1.352

0.602

-0.594

-1.303

0.578

-1.317

0.822

-1.298

0.937

0.504

0.492

-1.104

0.837

-1.063

-1.093

-0.933

-0.914

-0.750

0.875

-0.855

-0.788
0.656

-0.813

-0.68

-0.678

0.676

-0.558

0.59

?

<0.5

0.003

0.14

0.91

0.67

0.66

1.4
0.8
3.6
0.40

0.65

0.56

0.79

1.1
4.
0.68
?

14.
11.
2.4

0
0
0,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.0106

.0100

.0096

.0095

.0089

.0064

.0085

.0052

.0070

.0059

.0055

.0038

.0050

.0034

.0027

.0035

.0033

.0036

.0029

.0027

.0021

.0024

.0015

.0013

.0013

.0013

.0015

46.9
46 ,
A5 =
45 ,
44 ,

42.6
42.3
41.0
40.3
39.6
38.8
36,
36,
35 .5

34.7
34.2
33.6
33.0
32.3
31.6
29.4
29,
27,
2 5 . 6

25,

25,

25.1



Table III

Reaulta on Oynanic Cooling of H and C In

1.2 Ethanedlo l - l 3 C ? Doped with EHBA-Cr(V)

EHBA-Cr(V) T1(LH) a t IK TL(1 3C) a t IK

(spins /mi) (min.) (mln.) C/.)

P(1 3C)

(X)

5(10 1 9 ) 11.7 ± 0.4 + 78 ± 2

- 83 ± 2 - 28.8 ± 1.5

7(10 1 9 ) 6.7 t 0-3 6.7 ± 0 .3 + 80 ± 2 + 28.2 ± 1.3

- 82 ± 2 - 29.5 ± 1.4



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Enhanced NMR signals of 13C (narrow line) and *H (broad line) at

27 MHz.

Figure 2 Growth of the TE signals for 1H (closed circles, 5 x 1019

spins/tn£; open circles, 7 x 101 spins/m£) and decay of the

enhanced signal for C (open squares, 7 x 10 spins/mil), at IK

and 2.5T.

Figure 3 Inverse spin temperatures of H (open circles) and 13C (open

squares) as a function of pumping frequency. The uncertainties

are of the order of size of the symbols. The dashed line is a

guide for the eye only.
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Polarization of Nuclei Other Than H or D by Chemical Doping

Miroslav Krumpolc

University of Illinois at Chicago
Department of Chemistry, Chicago, Illinois

A logical extension of the current research leads to polariza-

tion of :.eavier nuclei.This opens up vast and diverse chemistry of

a number of elements and represents a challenging task in terms of

chemical doping with paramagnetic pentavalent chromium. In order to

select proper target media (nuclei) and assure their compatibility

with currently used chromium(V) complexes, e.g. Cr(V)-EHBA, Cr(V)-

HMBA, the following criteria must be met:

1) polarized nuclei should have a small quadrupole moment and

large polarizability,

2) their compounds must be chemically inert towards the chromi-

um (V) complexes,

3) their compounds should preferably be liquid or gaseous at

room temperature and be capable of dissolving the chromium(V)

dopant.

A list of possible candidates meeting these conditions is given

in Table I. It is by no means complete as some important properties,

e.g. stability, solubility of Cr(V) dopants in a given medium, can

only be estimated.

The currently used chromium(V) complexes are salts, i.e. polar

compounds well soluble only in high-polarity solvents (e.g. alcohols,
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diols). In order to extend the doping process into non-polar sol-

vents, a new class of low-polarity chromium(V) compounds is needed.

From the synthetic point of view the most promising approach may be

via organochrondum(V) compounds. The chromium(V) - carbon bond could

best be formed starting from existing Cr(V)QCl, and employing some

typical organometallic reagents (e.g. ZnMe_, HgMe2 * AlEt-,, LiR, RMgX)



Table I. Representative Nuclei and Their Compounds Suitable for
Chemical Doping.

Nucleus

F

B

P

Te

0

c

Compounds

CF^, freons*, (CF^C*, (CF3CF2)2O,

CF3OH, (CF3)2CO , hexafluorobenzene,

SF S F O F

* * *
B F 3 ' B2F4 ' B2H6 ' B6H10' B ( 0 R )3

* * *
PF,, PFc, PCI.,, PH-,, PBr,

H-Te , TeF,

H2O2, HCOOOH

ethylene glycol, CH^OH

benzene, toluene

Polarity-

low to

high

low

low

low

high

high

low

Si SiH4, Si2H6 , SiF,, , SiCl4, SiMe^., low

Si2Me6

Se H 2 S e ' SeF^i» C S e2 l o w

*
gas
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Sensitivity of Proton Elastic Scattering from Polarized Targecs

Co Relativistic Dynamics in Nuclei

by

L. Ray

Department of Physics

University of Texas

Austin, Texas 78712

Abstract

The elastic scattering of intermediate energy
polarized protons from polarized nuclear targets is
considered within the framework of the relativistic
impulse approximation and the Dirac equation. The
results of these calculations suggest that: several of the
spin observables for elastic scattering of 500 MeV
polarized protons from a polarized 1;;IC target are
qualitatively sensitive to relativiscic aspects of
nuclear structure. Several computed spin observables
also display qualitative sensitivity to the assumed form
(pseudo-acalar or pseudo-vector) of the large, pion
coupling contribution to the relativistic nucleon-nucleon
interaction. The dependences of the scattering
observables on the upper component of the valence nucleon
wave function, to the Individual components of the
projectile-nucleon effective Interaction, and to
distortion effects In the projectile wave function are
also discussed. The utility of analyses of polarized
target measurements for providing mjw Information on the
non-diagonal parts of the two-body effective Interaction
(i.e., those parts which couple upper and lower
components as well as the double spin-flip terms) is also
mentioned.



I. Introduction

Over the last few years our theoretical understanding of the

intermediate energy proton + nucleus (p\) elastic scattering process has

Improved considerably as a result of Dirac phenomenology11 and the development

of the relativistic impulse approximation (RIA).2 The recently obtained

quantitative agreement between experimental analyzing power (Ay) and

spin-rotation (Q) observables and the predictions of the relativistic

scattering models stands in marked contrast to the previous failure of

nonrelativistic (NR) multiple scattering approaches.^ A characteristic

feature of the relativistic models is the large scalar ,,id time-like vector

potentials of th^ pA interaction. One consequence of such potentials is that

virtual, negative energy projectile scattering states contribute

significantly to the pA scattering process;1*'5 i t is their inclusion in the

relativistic models that leads, in large part, to the good agreement with A

and Q data at 500 MeV.

In this talk I will extend the RIA - Dirac equation scattering model to

include the elastic scattering of polarized protons from polarized odd A

nuclear targ&ts. The objective of this work Is to ascertain whether or not

experiments of this type can provide empirical evidence for or against

re'Lativistic dynamics in nuclei. Information concerning the Lorentz

character of the two-body interaction might also be obtained fro-a studies of

this sort. Furthermore, analyses of polarized proton + polarized target

elastic scattering measurements will undoubtedly prove invaluable in

empirically constraining the strengths and ranges of those components of the

projectile-nucleon effective interaction which cannot be studied! in

experiments with J11 • 0+ targets or are poorly determined by analyses of

inelastic scattering data.

The motivation for this work begins with the several relati.vistic

nuclear structure models6"8 in current usage. A key feature of these models

is that, like the RIA models for pA scattering, they also contain strong

scalar, Ug, and vector, Uv, potentials. The success of these models,

primarily the RBHF model6 and tha quantum hadrodynauiic (QHI>) approach of

Serot and Walecka7 and Horowitz8, Is noteworthy. Using a relativistic

version of the Bethe-Goldstone equation and a relativistic meson exchange

nucleon-nucleon (HN) interaction, the authors of Ref. 6 are able to obtain

binding energies and equilibrium densities for Infinite nuclear matter which



form a new "relativlstic Coester" line which includes the experinental value,

unlike the best NR many-body calculations.9 By applying a relacivistic

quantum field theory (RQFT) including strong scalar and vector meson fields

coupled to baryons In finite nuclei; Walecka, Serot, and Horowitz7'8 obtain

good descriptions of the charge densities of many nuclei, the spin-orbit

splitting in the shell model, and single particle separation energies with a

minimum of adjustable parameters. In relat ivls t ic Hartree models" the large

scalar and vector potentials enhance the strength of the lower component of

the nuclear wave function compared to that in the weak binding or NR limit

( i . e . , Ug = Uv • 0). However, the lover component enhancement, predicted in

relat ivist ic Hartree models,8 may be quenched when exchange, correlations,

3-vector currents (for non-spherical nuclei) , i 0 and meson-loop corrections

are included.**

Experimental proof of the existence or non-existence of relativist ic

corrections (e.g. , enhancement of the lower components) to nuclear wave

functions is not easy. Magnetic elast ic electron scattering from odd

targets (Ref. 12), 12C(e,e')(12.7 MeV 1+ T™0) magnetic transition form

factors,13 and the (P - Ay) spin difference for 12C(p,p')(12.7 MeV 1+ 7-0)

(Ref. 14) may provide some insight concerning relat ivlst ic effects in the

target wave function. The results of these investigations are, so far,

indecisive. Analyzing power and spin rotation measurements for intermediate

energy proton elastic scattering from even-even targets could in principle

provide constraints on the relativi9tic nature of nuclei through the modest

dependence of these spin observables on the scalar - vector density

difference.5 Although some empirical preference for the relativlst ic

description of the target wave function Is noted in comparisons with data,5

the effects are not dramatic and do not constitute a clean signature.

Attempts to isolate the relat ivis t ic target contribution by studying isotopic

analyzing power differences have also proved fruitless.1 5

In this talk, an alternative method is proposed. It is shown that

several of the calculated sp.ln observables in intermediate energy pA elastic

scattering from polarized odd nuclear targets are qualitatively sensitive (in

both shape and magnitude) to realist ic enhancements of trie lower component of

the target wave function. The choice of a 2 target in this study was

motivated by preirlous developments In polarized target technology.16 '17



In the next section the formalism extending the RIA - Dirac equation

model to include targets with non-zero spin is presented. The results are

discussed in section III, followed in section IV by a summary and discussion

of the continuing theoretical effort pertaining to this program of research.

II. Theoretical Model

The 500 MeV p -c C elastic scattering observables were calculated using

the relativistic impulse approximation for the beam-proton target-nucleon

interaction and a variety of prescriptions for the relativistic target wave

function. As yet a Dirac equation computer program is not available which

can accommodate the full relativistic optical potential for an odd target

nucleus. Such a code is, however, currently being developed*" and will be

available in a few months. Because a full numerical solution of the p + C

scattering problem cannot be carried out at this time, the calculations for

this sensitivity study were limited to that attainable by analytic methods,

specifically the distorted wave and/or plane wave (first order) relativistic

Born approximation for the valence nucleon O P w ? ) portion of the p + C

elastic scattering amplitude. The core contribution (see the following

paragraphs) is fully handled within the usual RIA model.5 These first results

are not expected to represent the actual data which will be obtained, but are

intended to indicate which observables are most likely to be sensitive to the

lower components of the target wave function; a sensitivity which is expected

to survive when full distortion and coupled-channels effects are included.

A. Standard RIA Evaluation

The 500 MeV p + 13C elastic scattering observables were calculated using

the RIA optical potential2'5 given by,

where t̂  is the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction operator,2

FS + FP ybl + FV Y?Y2|i
 + FA Y M ^ 2 U + FT



Projectile and target nucleon are denoted by subscripts 1 and 2,

respectively. In Eq. 1 the quantum numbers \i and u' refer to the initial and

final total angular momentum projection for the target (equal to i — for

C), and |0 > is the antisymroetrized target wave function given by,

1 A

|0 > - Det n u, v ( r ( ) , (3a)1 U <.i U P i '

A!

where u, , i s expressed as

/ W f> \
( 3 b )

- l 0 > r

The large, upper component and small, lower component are represented by <t>

and X, respectively. Y^.^C?) is the usual spin-angle function. With this

Independent particle form for the target wave function, the optical potential

can be separated into a core part ( I S ^ M and IP3/2 orbitals) plus a

contribution from the lpj/2 neutron as follows [(n,l,j) denote the quantum

numbers of the valence nucleon],

(4)

The core contribution i s approximately equal to the p + 12C o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l

and therefore includes scalar , t ime- l ike vector and (very small) tensor

terms.5

In the two-potential for_\alism the p + A e l a s t i c scat ter ing amplitude

can be written a s ,

V,



where fcore I s the core s c a t t e r i n g amplitude, x£ a n d ^ a r e t h e P + A

core and f u l l s c a t t e r e d waves, r e s p e c t i v e l y , r\ conver t s the t - m a t r i x element

to a s c a t t e r i n g amplitude, and (ms,K) [ ( m g ' , £ ' ) ] denote the i n i t i a l ( f i n a l )

spin p r o j e c t i o n and momentum of the p r o j e c t i l e . The exact express ion in

Eq. 5a w i l l be approximated in the c a l c u l a t i o n s presented in the next sec t ion

by e i t h e r of the following two forms; (1) the d i s t o r t e d wave Born

approximation given by ( suppres s ing the l a b e l s )

f =. fcore + T K ^ - ) | U S P | X ^ + ) > ; (5b)

or (2) the f i r s t order (p lane wave) Born approximation given by,

f = fcore + n<*|UsP|<t,>, (5c)

where <b denotes a projectile plane wave state.

The valence nucleon concribution to the p + ^C elastic scattering

amplitude was evaluated by standard partial wave expansion techniques. The

relativistic distorted waves are expanded as,

l / 2 i 1
2m ' i m " 1 n ' l i(o,,(kr)Y- "J(?)

(6)

where use is made of the relation

a-r Y,, J - - Y- J

I - i + 1 If j - J t ± l / 2 (7)

for the lower components, and u , , (k r ) i s given by

E + m J 0 " UC
dr

(kr). (8)

In Eq. 8 U| o r e , U§ore and Uc are the scalar, time-like vector, and Coulomb



parts of the core optical potential , respectively. The plane wave limit is

obtained by setting i|), , •• j,j in the above and following equations.

The NN i n t e r a c t i o n I n E q . 2 i s r e w r i t t e n , f o l l o w i n g S h e p a r d e t a l . , l l t a s

- T • |) + gn(
lnv 2n

(9a)

where

JO l\

and using Eq. 2 ,

r 4
(o i)

l-i oi
(9b)

f l " F S

h

f3 - F p

82

83

- F .

- 2F,

« — F ( 9 c )

The radial parts of the interaction are expanded in nultipoles according to,

(same expansion i s used for

(9d)

Finally the valence n.ucleon wave function can be expressed as,

(10)

using Eq. 7.

Substituting the abova expressions into Eq. rjb, the valence nucleon

contribution to the p + 13C e las t i c scattering amplitude becomes,



fms

4 Tl (r,r')
^^ n-1 S-0,1 pq 2p+l

Ypq(r) v;q(r')(al.3^rinr2n u ^ t f - ) * ^ (?). (11)

c
where the interaction tnultlpoles, T__, represent the f_ _ and g_ of Eq. 9d

IIp n | p l l » r

for spin transfer S = 0 and 1, respectively. The inner product of Pauli

matrices in the spherical basis is

S S ' 5 S - $ s ("^S.Ms'S.-Ms U 2 a )

where

°oo o o

I 0 \ / 0 0
\

/ /
a,n - , a, , -\ j- (12b)10 \ 0 -1 1 l 1/2 0/

The structure functions for the projectile wave functions for each component

of the NN" Interaction when evaluated yield,

while those for the valence target nucleon are similarly written as,



• l Y I U

iX-rr Y ^ 1

T U ' t ( r ' ) Z2H(V) Yy / ( r ' ) . ( 1 3 b )

:he values of i - , A' - , n̂n><i A
nn"> x

The project i le matrix element,

z a r e given in Table I.

,E jdr Xv ,,mj 1>)V (-} 1 Y %;•
n ™112 nn ̂  PQ SMc A—-.' 1

is evaluated using standard Racah algebra together with the relationt

and becomes

<projectile> -

1/2 j

1/2 j'

S J

L (-1)J-J"+S-Jj
n n

( U )

where 1 = /21+1 and { } denotes the 9-j symbol. A similar expression obtains

for the valence target nucleon matrix elements.

Substituting these results into Eq. 11 y ie lds , after some further

algebra, the following partial wave expansion for the valence nucleon

contribution to the p + 13C elas t ic scattering amplitude;

S

r
(15a)



B. Pseudo-Vector Coupling

There has been auch discussion19'20 in recent months concerning inherent

ambiguities in the assumed form of the Lorentz invariant NN amplitude given

by the original RIA. prescription.2* In particular Horowitz'-9 and Tjon and

Wallace20 have indicated that much improvement in the predictive abilities of

relativistic pA scattering models occurs at lower energies and a more

consistent interpretation in terms of meson exchange theory results if

pseudo-vector coupling is assumed for the dominant, pion exchange Dortion of

the NN interaction. This alternative Lorentz coupling form together with an

explicit separation of direct and exchange parLD of the NN interaction, while

vastly improving predictions at energies of a few hundred MeV,19»20 have

negligible consequences on the scalar and time-like vector parts of the

optical potential at higher energies, at and above 500 MeV.^9 However, the

alternative pseudo-vector coupling form can directly affect the valence

target nucleon contribution to the p + 13C elastic scattering amplitude at

any energy and therefore this different form should be considered in the

present context of polarized target spin observables.

To evaluate this effect replace the second term in Eq. 2, ^

with19'20

FPV JS 25"

The evaluation of {Fs,FpV,Fv,FA,F^} proceeds exactly as before21 and owing to

the identity,

(16)

i t is seen that Fpv - Fp. All the remaining components of the NN interaction

are also unchanged.

For bound state matrix elements of this new operator the relation,



where

8n(E + m)

(nc)2/4n
Jijj'

' ) (10 I

x( jmsJ,n-vi' (15b)

where Che quantizacion, z-axis was chosen Co lte along the incident hea-a

momentum. The radial integral is defined according to,

(15c)

where in Eq. 15c

nn
n"-l,2 3-0,1 p (2S+1Hnn" ̂ n^^

lnn'0^rnn^^nn"0^ "kn"^
f \

nn'

(-1
nn

S J

and the bound state form factor, Fpnn"(
r)i is defined as,

(15d)

(15e)

The necessary multipolea and spin transfer components of the NN interaccion

are listed in Table II.

A breakdown of the relevant orbital, spin and total angular momentum

transfers for each component of the NN interaction along with the pertinent

bound state structure functions are given in Table III.
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n • 1
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These values tpply for t • 1, J • 1/2 only. S • 0

and 1 values are both implied here.

TABLE I I I

Angular acamtna trans far and valance nucleon itructura
for each component of the NN RIA Interaction

n

1

2

3
4

1

2

3
4

force
scalar

tin*-like
vector

pseudo-scalar

tlae-Uki ailal
vector

tanior,.

3-ailai vec.

tensor,,,

3-vec tor

45
0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

oL
0

0

1

1

0.2

0,2

1

1

aJ
0

0

1

1

1

1

0.1

0,1

Bound State

I*!1 -
1*1' *

•»

•»

1*1' -

Structure

IM1

HI"

IM'
IM1

The t i n e - l i k e a i l a l vector contribution vanishes for elast ic

scattering.



results, where ^ is a solution of "he bound state Dirac equation,

(ji - m - UBH - 0. (13)

The binding potential, Û  » Ug + T°UV, contains scalar and time-like vector

components.

Matrix elements for the pseudo-scalar tens in the standard RIA model of

the previous section are of the general form,

V n u( 1 V 2 ) r 2 3^ 2 >, (19)

whereas those for the new pseudo-vector form become,

,}£ji ,}£•«>,,«> -

(i +^)r,3*<2>. (20)

Therefore, to convert the above calculation of f3P(k') to account for

rather than y* coupling, the S • 0, n •« 3 term is simply modified by the

factor (1 + Ug/m). Results of calculations in which the new y^g(/2ni form is

used are giv.sn in sec. III.D.

C. Calculation of_ Scattering Observables

It is convenient to recast the p + 13C e las t ic scattering amplitude into

a more conventional form.22 This is achieved by requiring chat at each value

of momentum transfer,



fm v - ; « u " X+ (.Px^2)il(a + b) + (a - b)a l no,n + (c
S & i> **

+ (c - d ) o u o 2 1 + (e + f)aln + (e - f )a2n]-<Jl
2)X^), (21)

where the x here denote Pauli spinors, ox = o-fc, ft - (£*£')/ !£*£'|,

i - (£+£')/|£+lc' | , and 5 •> (£'-£)/|£'-Ic| . All the scattering observables

required to predict the n, s, and I polarizations of the scattered protons

for all possible spin orientations of the beam and target were evaluated.

Observables requiring a determination of the polarization of the recoil *'C

were not considered. The notation for the obaervables is that of Bystriclcy,

Lahar and Wlnternitz22 where, for X.,. ,, l,J,k, and 1 refer to the measured

spin orientaion of the scattered proton, recoil target (not used), beam

proton, and target ^ C , respectively. The obsarvables in the p + ̂ C
A A A

center-of-momentum ( c m . ) reference frame in terns of the ( s , n , i ) coordinate

system are l i s t e d in Table IV in terms of the { a , b , c , d , e , f } ampl i tudes .

I I I . Results

The sensitivity of the various p + *3£ elastic scattering observables to

different ingredients and assumptions in the RIA model was explored. After

describing the assumed nuclear structure and NN interaction input a variety

of effects will be considered in sections III.A - III.E that follow.

A. General Sensitivity to $•_ and \,_
*• — * l P l / 2 ^1/2

For the calculations presented In this section the core scattering

amplitude was computed as discussed In Ref. 5 using the SP82 NN phase shift

solution of Arndt23 as input to generate Che Lorentz invariant amplitudes5'21

and the relativlstic Hartree wave functions of Horowitz and Serot8 for the

lsj/2 and IP3/2 core wave functions. The upper component of the bound lpj/2

valence neutron wave function was also obtained from the relatlvistic Kartree

model of Ref. 8. Two fcrms for the lower component, \j , were assumed,

one being the relativistlc Hartree solution, spherical mean field model with

scalar and time-like vector interactions only,8 while for the second,

comparative calculation the weak binding, NR limit (Ug - Uv - 0) was used.
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5n

In this latter case the Dlrac equation with zero binding potentials way used

to relate the upper and lower components where,

i \ n c , d <c«I>. , . ,.
(r) - I — - ] $, (r). (22;

E + m dr r ^1/2

For the calculations described in this section, 4>. (r) in Eq. 22 was taken

from R.e f. 8. The SP82 proton-neutron phase 9hift solution provided the input

for obtaining the relativistic NN interaction for the valence neutron

contribution. For the calculations in this section the first order (plane

wave) Born approximation for the valence scattering amplitude wasi assumed.

The solid curves in Figs. 1-3 correspond Co results of calculations with

\j (r) from Ref. 8, and the dashed curves represent results obtained using

Eq. 22. As seen in Fig. 1 the sensitivity of unpolarized target observables

da/dQ(9), ?(9) [or ^(9)], and D^QSO [essentially -Q(9) at small momentum

transfer] to \j is slight. Cross section and analyzing power data^1* at

547 MeV are in reasonable agreement with these predictions.

The observables A Q Q N N and MgOLN (fi~
CvPe polarized target) as well as

observables AQOLS anc* ^OS"5 (S~type polarized target) display (Figs. 2-3)

considerable sensitivity to \j throughout the angular region

corresponding to the firBt "diffractivi! minimum and maximum in the cross

section. The i-typ« polarized target obsurvables (not shown) show little

sensitivity to \* . The n- and ft-type spin observables are dominated by

the space-like vector and pseudo-scalar Interactions, respectively (see sec.

III.E below). These interactions couple the upper and lover components and

cause these observables to be roughly proportional to X.̂  without

significant suppression by the core and $, (r) contributions (refer to

Table III).

Several other ft- and l-type polarized target spin observables display

itative sensicivlty to \j , but are

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These Ate the following:

qualitative sensicivlty to \j , but are essentially the same as those

h

~KLOOS * ̂ OLS " ~\0NS'

'SDOSS * Ksoos-
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and

MSOLN

AOONN = KNOON#

The approximate equalities indicate rough similarities between observables.

Use of a third form for Xlr, further Illustrates the level of

sensitivity provided by polarized target spin observables to this facet of

nuclear structure. For these calculations \ j is obtained from the single

particle bound state Dirac equation and the relativistic Hartree value for

the upper component, $. (":); assuming scalar and vector binding potentials

which are in accord with Dirac phenomenology* for low energy pA scattering.

Equation 22 with the substitutions E • E - Uv and m • m + Us yields this

alternate \ , (r) where Woods-Saxon binding potentials with strength, half

radius, and diffuseness values of -400 MeV, 1.95 fm, and 0.52 fm,

respectively, for the scalar potential and 350 MeV, 1.95 fm, and 0.52 fm,

respectively, for the vector potential were used. The results for AQQNN and
A00LS s n a w n i n Fi8« 4 » r e typical. The solid and dashed curves are the same

as in Figs. 2 and 3; calculations represented by the dash-dot curves utilize

this latter form for \ j _ ; a l l else in the calculations remain the same.

It is Interesting to note that the self-consistent relat ivist ic wave

functions yield a stronger lower component for the valence nucleon than does

the simple, independent particle estimate.

Finally„ i t is worthwhile to consider the effects of the valence neutron

on the impolarized target obeervablea more carefully. Figs. 5 and 6 show the
13C - 12C observable differences (for the differential cross section

[do(13C) - do(12C))/do(12C) ia actually shewn) for the plane wave

calculations discussed above in which the valence nucleon $ and \ are both

from Reft 8 (solid curves), 6 is from Ref. 8 and X is obtained from Eq. 22

(dashed curves), and * and \ are both froa Ref. 8, however only the scalar

and time-like vector interactions are retained (dotted curves). The

contributions of both the upper and lower components of the valence neutron

are significant as are the non-diagonal parts of the NN interaction.

Inference of lower component nuclear structure information from analysis of

differences in unpolarized target observables will not b» feasible unless the
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absolute measurements can be described adequately; a task, which in i tself ,

will most likely prove to be quite challenging.

B. Contributions of_ Each Component of_ the NN_ Interaction

The individual contributions of each of the angular momentum transfering

components (see Table I I I ) of the NN interact ion to several of the p + 13C

elas t ic scat tering spin observables were evaluated. For these calculations

the standard RIA core scat ter ing amplitude was used together with the

re la t iv i s t i c Hartree valence nucleon wave function for both upper and lower

components. The valence nucleon scattering amplitude was computed in the

plane wave Born approximation. The NN interact ion in momentum transfer space

was parametrized as

t(q) - I S C (I + D q2)e a* , (24)
s-1 s s

in order to facilitate the evaluation of the multipoles Tnp(
r.r')» T h e

values of the parameters for the 500 MeV proton + neutron RIA invariant

amplitudes corresponding to the SP82 phase shift solution are given in

Table V. The results for several ft- and 9-type polarized target observables

are displayed in Fig. 7. In all cases the scalar and time-like vector

contributions to the valence nucleon scattering amplitude were Included. The

calculations using the entire interaction are indicated by the solid curves.

Calculations using just the 3-vector, pseudo-scalar, axJal vector, or tensor

couplings are indicated;by the dashed, short-dashed-dot, long-dashed-dot, and

dotted curves, respectively\ For ft-type polarized target observables the

pseudo-scalar contribution is negligible, the 3-vector term dominates; and

the axial vector and tensor contributions are significant at forward angles

less than 30° era. For; the i-type observables the pseudo-scalar term

dominates; the 3-vector contribution is negligible; and again, the axial
* I

vector and tensor pieces of the $orce are important forward of 30° c.m.

C. Distortion Effects

The effects on the predicted observables and the changes in the

estimated sensitivities to X.. arising from distorted wave corrections to

the valence nucleon portion of the elastic scattering amplitude were also
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investigated. In this section al'. calculations utilize the following; (1)

standard RIA core amplitudes; (2) upper component valence wave function of

Ref. 8; (3) either the lower component 1 ? W T wave function of Ref. 8 or that

computed from Eq. 22; and (4) the full, parametrized NN interaction of

Table V. For the distorted wave calculations the RIA p + 12C core scattering

wave functions were utilized in Eq. 5b.

Figures 8 and 9 display the distortion effects for several observables

where the plane wave and distorted wave predictions are indicated by the

solid and dashed curves, respectively. Small changes are noted for the

unpolarized target observables (Fig. 8) whereas significant changes and

overall damping of the predicted structure are seen for the polarized target

observables in Fig- 9.

A comparison of the sensitivity to Xj (r) for the predicted polarized

target spin observables in plane and distorted wave appro)d.mations is

provided in Figs. 10-14 for observables A Q O O N , A Q O N N , M S O L N , A Q 0 L S , and

A Q Q S S , respectively. In all cases the curves are qualitatively altered;

however, substantial sensitivity to X, (r) remains, although at a somewhat
i pl/2

reduced level.

D. Effects o_f_ Pseudo-Vector Coupling

Next, wa consider the pseudo-vector coupling model and determine to what

extent this alternate interaction form affects the sensitivity to X. The

modifications needed in the preceding equations in order to invoke

pseudo-vector (y5«(/2m) rather than pseudo-scalar (y5 only) coupling were

discussed in section II.B, Here, these expressions are applied to the

present case for n-type (Fig. 15) and 8-type (Fig. 16) target polarizations,

respectively. Plane wave amplitudes for the valence nucleon and the

relativistic Hartree $,„ (r) wave function are used in each calculation.
lpl/2

X.j (r) is obtained eithev from Eq. 22 or from Eq. 22 with E -» E-Uv and

m •» m+Ug as discussed in section III.A. Calculations with the former choice

of Xj are represented by the dashed curves in Figs. 15 and 16. For this

NR lower component the y5 and ys4/2m couplings yield identical results.

Calculations with the relatlvlstic X are indicated by the solid (dotted)

curves for pseudo-scalar (pseudo-vector) coupling. Since the ft-type

polarized target observables are unaffected by Fp, little difference is noted

and the sensitivity to X. survives. On the other hand, the §-type
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l a F.
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! •

-1949
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1.0
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-12
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0

0
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0

0
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0.8

0

0

0
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0 . 1 9
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0.31
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polarized target observables lose almost their entire sensitivity to \ ,

when >5^/2m coupling is used. This suggests that fl-type polarized target

measurements could provide better constraints on \ . whereas the i-type
l p l /2

measurements might further illuminate questions regarding the Lorentz nature

of the NN interaction.

E . Ambiguities in_ Empirical Nuclea r Structure Inf ortna t ion

Arising From Interaction Uncertalnt ies

As always in nuclear physics It is often quite difficult to disentangle

uncertainties or ambiguities in the interaction dynamics from the nuclear

structure information being studied through analysis of data. The same will

undoubtedly be true in attempts to study re la t iv i s t ic effects In nuclear

structure by the method proposed here or any of the other strong Interaction

techniques mentioned earlier.^14 Analysis of p + even target scattering data

can be used to yield reliable Informatior. on the scalar and time-like vector

component.', of the NN re la t lv i s t lc effective interaction, which at 500 MeV

will be very close to the RIA value.^ Hopefully, the time-like and space-like

vector interactions are the same or very similar. From the calculations

presented in section III.B i t is 3trongly suggested that analysis of the

?i-type polarized target obaervables, these being dominated by the 3-vector

interaction; should be lesis susceptible to ambiguities in the NN interaction.

For s-type observablea the problem is more severe since no reliable

information regarding the empirical value of the pseudo-scalar interaction

(if Indeed this is even the correct form to use at a l l , see section 1II.D)

other than that prescibed by the RIA or calculated in the meson exchange

models20 is presently available. For instance, suppose one were attempting

to fi t 6-type polarized target spin observable data; should \ . , or Fp, or

both ol: these be varied in the f i t t ing procedure? Perhaps the simultaneous

analysis of several 8-type spin observables could allow this mutual

dependence on \ , _ and Fn to be sorted out.
l p l / 2 P

A better approach would perhaps be to simultaneously analyze similar

spin observable data for different, neighboring odd A nuclei in which the

valence nucleon occupies different shell model levels. By this method at

least two Independent sets of data would be available In the analysis from

which Fp and the possible re la t iv i s t lc enhancement of K(r) may be determined.
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As an example of this consider the plane wave calculations for p + * 3£.

As aluavs the core is treated exactly within the usual RIA model. Let

$, (r) be aiven by the relativistic Hartree model9 and X. by cither
lp1/;> iPi/2

Eq. 22 or Eq. 22 with E -* E-Uy and m •* ra+Ug as diiscussed in section III. A.

Consider also a calculation with relativlsv.ic <i and >. in which Fp Is reduced

to 1/2 of Its previous value. For sake of comparison consider another series

of th« same kinds of calculations in which the valence neutron Instead

occupies the ~$\/i orbital. For this model estimate, ^j3 (r) ^s taken from

a NR bound state calculation and X? (r) is again obtained from Eq. 22 or

Eq. 22 with the above Woods-Saxon binding potentials. The results for l-type

polarized target observables are displayed In Figs. 17 and 18 for lPj/2 a n d

23^/2 valence nucleon orbltals,, respectively. In both figures the solid

curves correspond to the relativlstic \, the dashed curves correspond to NR

\, and the dotted curves represent calculations with relativistic X, but Fp

reduced by 50Z. First of all, the observables are dramatically different for

p-wave and 8-«ave valence states. The principal point to notice, however, is

the difference in the effects brought about by the reduction in Fp between

the two cases. For p-wave valence states, the reduced X and reduced Fp

curves are roughly similar. However, for the case of the s-Wcive valance

nucleon,, the same reduction of Fp by 50% yields predictions which are very

different from the Nil X calculations. Therefore, from chis example we see

that by simultaneously fitting ijpiri observable data foir two different target

nuclei, we might be able to detenaine both the lower component enhancement

and the effective pseudo-scalar strength.

Other odd nuclear targets such as 7L1, 9Be, n B , 2 3Ns, 2 7A1, and l9F

should be considered for possible polarization studies25 to help resolve

ambiguities in the inferred relativistic nuclear structure effects arising

from uncertainties in the projectile dynamics,

IV. Summary and Conclusions

In this presentation a general, method for calculating the p + odd A"

elastic scattering amplitude tfaa developed using the relativistic impulse -

distorted wave Born approximation method. As £ result of these model studies

it was concluded that several of the calculated h- and fi-type polarized

target spin oboervables provide good prospects for studying relativistic
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enhancements of the lower components of the valence nucleon orbital. This

sensitivity survives for the n-type observables when pseudo-vector, rather

Chan pseudo-scalar coupling is selected and also remains (although somewhat

damped) when projectile distortion effects for the valence nucleon

contribution to the scattering amplitude are included. The possibility of

studying the Lorentz nature of the pion coupling through analysis of §-type

polarized target data was discussed. Complementary measurements of polarized

target spin observables from different, neighboring nuclei were suggested as

a possible means for reducing ambiguities in the extracted nuclear structure

information which arise from uncertainties in the NN effective Interaction.

The value, of polarized odd nuclear tairget data in calibrating the

non-diagonal components of the NN interaction is important also.

The physics which one must ultimately deal with in order to make sense

out of the eventual data is immensely complex, entailing most of the

intermediate energy reaction dynamics we know t" be important and requiring

very detailed relativistic and nonrelativistic nuclear structure calculations

for nuclei whose properties are notoriously difficult to understand. No

pretense is made here that these model calculations, which are in fact very

simple compared to that which nature will, finally insist upon,, do anything

more than merely suggest the types of experiments to carry out initially and

tha general physics categories to address. The potential nuclear structure

information 'co be learned, both relativistic and nonrelativistic, as well as

the empirical knowledge of what, so far have been very poorly understood

parts of the nuclear interaction, along with the possibility of directly

studying the Lorentz character of this nuclear force; al l combine to make this

large effort worthwhile.

Pertaining to the specific aspects of this complicated problem to ahich

immediate, further work is planned;; the following l is t includes some of the

theoretical efforts underway at presunt:

1. development of a relativistic coupled-channels calculation of p +

for the full RIA optical potential; (Ref. 18)

2. incorporation into the analysis of more sophisticated relativistic "N

interactions based on meson exchange theory;20*26

3. inclusion of 3-vector currents in the **C and other odd A nuclear

relativistic wave functions;1J
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4. development of the conventional nonre la t iv i s t l c nul t iple scattering

calculation of p + *^£ using s ta te -of - the-ar t NR target wave functions;

and

5. inclusion of correlat ion and medium effects in the r e l a t i v i s t l c

calculat ions .^ 7

An a r t i c l e pertaining to th i s subject has been submitted for publication in

which the main resul ts of section III.A are reported. 2 8

A great deal of experimental development has been carried out and more

is being planned. These effor ts will be reported on in the ta lks presented

by Drs. Jarmer, Hill and Krumpolc at this workshop.
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POLARIZED TARGET OBSERVABLES FOR

p -h ™C REACTIONS

James R. Shepard

Department of Physics, University of Colorado

Boulder, CO 80309

ABSTRACT

The general form of the scattering amplitude for the elastic scattering of

protons from l 3C is examined and the observables which arise in the case of a po-

larized target are identified. Specific scattering amplitudes are calculated using the

relativistic impulse approximation and observablea which are sensitive to relativis-

tic nuclear dynamics in the target wavefunctions are sought. In general, for elastic

scattering, little sensitivity is found. What little is present is attributed to rela-

tivistic enhancements of the convection current. The (p,n) reaction to the analogue

state in IZN is also considered. Here great sensitivity to the use of the pseudovec-

tor or pseudoscalar form for the pseudoscalar NN invariant is found, the former

being strongly preferred. Again, there is little evidence of sensitivity to relativistic

dynamics in the nuclear bound states.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ray et. al [l] have recently pointed out that certain observables for the
scattering of protons from a polarized 13C target might be sensitive to relativistic
dynamics in the bound system. Such a sensitivity would be extremely interesting as
a test of modern relativistic models of nuclear structure. In this paper, we present
our own calculations of the elastic scattering observables for a polarized 13C target
and then discuss similar observables for the charge-exchange analogue transition,
13C(p,n)13iV.



II. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDES

AND OBSERVABLES

Scattering of nucleons from non-spin-zero targets can in general involve am-

plitudes corresponding, to several distinct total angular momentum transfers. For

unpolarized targets and unobserved final target spin projection, these amplitudes

are incoherent as a direct consequence of rotational invariance. However, when

the target is polarized, a preferred direction in space is established, rotational in-

variance is lost and amplitudes for different total angular momentum transfers can

interfere. This, in principle, makes accessible new information about the scattering

amplitudes.

We now consider the specific case of a spin-| projectile on a spin-^ target

without a parity change for the target. Invariance under rotations and the parity

transformation imply that the scattering amplitude have the following form:

T/u/j = Al (0 + BaN{t) + CaL{t) + Dos{t) ( la)

where

(16)

( lc)

{id)

D = CscL{p) + Dsas{p) (le)

where we have made use of the following set of unit vectors:

{p,9,n} — {LJ,N} (If)

where p = ^{ki + kf),q = [kj - £,),n = £, x kj with ki{kf) being the initial (final)

projectile momentum. We have also made use of the spin operators

l ( t ) , <TN{i) = S [ i ) - N t a L { i ) = a { i ) - L , a s [ i ) = d • S (1?)

where i = p{t) means that the operator acts in the spin space of the projectile

(target). The particular form for the amplitude given above assumes that the

quantization axis is along q. We observe that the quantity A is associated with the

'natural parity' AJAfr = 0+ amplitude while the remaining terms come from the



' - r . r . a : j r a i p a n t v ' AJ~sr — 1 c o n t r i b u t i o n . For e ias t ic s ca t t e r ing the a d d i t i o n a l

r equ i r emen t of t ime- reversa l i nva r i ance implies t h a t the quan t i t i e s Di and Cs — • 0

in Eqs. Id a n d i e . Th i s yields for example the fami l ia r ident i ty P = .4V ; i.e.,

po la r iza t ion equa l s ana lyz ing power .

O b s e r v a b l e s may be defined in t e rms of the full a m p l i t u d e of Eq. l a v ia

ao I I r \ I 1 r \ , v f

dfi ' \ 2 / _ \ 2 J t ' v ' ' u

where (cr(i)} — - { 1 ,0x,cri,(Ts} for {i} —> {Q,N,L,S}. We have t h e n , for ex-

ample ,

The spin observable DsNfiL-. tot example, would involve a projectile originally po-

larized along N with final spin projection along S measured after scattering from a

target originally polarized along L but whose final spin is unobserved. Certain com-

binations of these observables have particularly simple relations to the amplitudes

of Eq. l;e.g.,
-^— ( ri i r~\ \ ___ A r .„,. r T3 j ~ \ * I ( A\

dn ' '

III. THE PRESENT CALCULATIONS OF THE SCATTERING AM-
PLITUDES

In the present discussion, it is convenient to make a model-dependent de-
composition of the full scattering amplitude:

* full • * •!• core i J- faience

where Tcor« represents the scattering from a spin-0 12C core and Tu a |e n c e describes
the scattering from the valence neutron in 1 3 C The amplitude Tcore contributes
only to the quantity A of Eq. 1 and is characterized by AJAir = 0 + . This
amplitude is calculated in a version of the Relativistic Impluse Approximation (RIA)
i2| in which knock-on exchange contributions and Pauli-blocking contributions are
accounted for in a local-density approximation [3j. The explicitly anti-symmetrized
NN amplitude obtained by Horowitz [4] was employed and the pseudovector form of
the pseudoscalar NN invariant was assumed [3] in computing the knock-on exchange
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contributions. A nuclear density deduced from e — i : C elastic scattering data 5

was used.

The remaining amplitude, Tu a : s n c e , contributes to all terms in the full am-

plitude of Eq. L; i.e., both AJ^*' = 0+ and 1 + are present. This amplitude was

calculated in the Distorted Wave Relativistic Impulse Approximation (DW-RIA)

6-9i; i.e.,

\ \ iNN[Plt) 0 J + ) * , ( O (5)

where t/>(p) is a projectile spinor calculated in the RIA for elastic scattering discussed

above. The quantity *t(c) is the full target spinor while 2jv;v(p,0 is the relativistic

invariant representation of the NN t-matrix operator which describes the scattering

of the projectile and target nucleon. Again the parametrization of Horowitz [4]

is used for £,v,v. The full valence amplitude of Eq. 5 is reduced via standard

techniques [6-9] to a sum of contributions from pairs of target single-particle states

weighted by nuclear structure amplitudes (or 'one-body-density-matrix-elements').

These single-particle wavefunctions are taken to be solutions of the Dirac equation

with central scalar and time-like vector binding potentials:

[£ 7 ° + n • V - m - S[r) - ~t°V (r)] 0,.p.(r) = 0 (6)

In accord with Dirac Hartree descriptions of finite nuclei in the a — w model [10],
these potentials are large on the scale of the nucleon mass, with S(r = 0) ~ -450
MeV and V[r = 0 ) a +350 MeV. Eq. 6 can be solved by re-writing it as a
Schroedinger equation containing effective potentials depending on S{r) and V(r)
which has as its solution <j>,.p.(r)- We may then write

* (7)

E + m

where s{r) = {E + m) / (£ + m — V(r) + S(r)) and where the constant factor ,V

ensures that the normalization condition i/'I.p.V'j.p. = 1 is satisfied. Note that, due

to the magnitudes and signs of S(r) and V(r), the factor s[r), which approaches

unity at large r, can be as large as 1.7 in the nuclear interior. Eq. 7 then implies

that the large potentials enhance the lower component of \JJ,.P. relative to the upper

one in contrast with the 'free-space' relationship which would be obtained in the
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limit s{r) —^ 1 everywhere and which is implicit in non-relativistic models. We
refer to the presence of the strong potentials as Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics, one
consequence of which is the enhancement of the lower components of the nuclear
single-particle wavefunctions. In the present work, we seek to identify observables
which are sensitive to the Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics by comparing the fully
relativistic calculations described above with calculations which differ by setting
s(r) = 1 everywhere for the bound states only. We refer to these as relativisiic
and non-relativistic calculations, respectively, while remaining mindful that our
non-relativistic prescription is by no means unique [l]. (We also note that L. Ray
[l] has found somewhat larger relativistic effects when the actual Dirac-Hartree
wavefunctions of Refs. [10,11] are used in place of those described above.)

In order to assess the significance of the calculations to be presented below,
it is useful to examine sensitivities to some ambiguous aspects of our theoretical
treatment. In our most refined version of the DW-RIA outlined above, knock-on
exchange contributions are treated explicitly. Computationally, it is much simpler
to treat these effects implicitly. The two approaches eventually become equivalent
at sufficiently high bombarding energies and we have performed extensive calcu-
lations which demonstrate that this equivalence has been achieved at the present
bombarding energy of Tp = 400 MeV . Thus, unless specifically indicated, all subse-
quent calculations treat knock-on exchange implicitly by assuming that the ISN of
Eq. 5 is local and not explicitly anti-symmetrized, but does yield the experimental
[12] NN amplitude at momentum transfers corresponding to scattering angles of
less than 60° in the NN center-of-momentum frame.

The only nuclear structure information required in the calculation of TCOre is
the nuclear density which as mentioned above is taken from e~ elastic scattering. In
contrast, Tva(cnec requires - in principle - several nuclear structure amplitudes for
the 13C ground state. At present no relativistic nuclear structure calculations exist
which might supply these quantities. We therefore make the simple assumption
that 13C can be described as a p i neutron outside an inert 12C core which then
fixes all the nuclear structure amplitudes. One plausible alternative to this simple
assumption is to use the amplitudes arising from non-relativistic nuclear structure
calculations such as those of Kurath et al. [13,14]. A partial test of the correctness
of the amplitudes for AJ = 1 can be made by examining the elastic Ml electron
scattering formfactor they predict and comparing it with experiment. Specifically,
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the calculated Ml formfactor is determined largely by the AL = 0,AS = 1 and

AL = 2, AS = 1 amplitudes. The remaining AL — I, AS = 0 amplitude which

governs the convection current contribution enters only weakly. (Note that the

AL = AS = 1 amplitude is forbidden by time-reversal invariance.) We have com-

pared relativistic and non-rclativistic (referring, as discussed above, to the bound

state wavefunctions) calculations using both the simple pi and the Kurath nuciear

structure amplitudes to the elastic Ml data of Hicks et al. [I5j. This comparison

reveals that, while the simple pi amplitudes give a representation of the formfactor

which is inferior to that given by the Kurath amplitudes, they are nevertheless at

least qualitatively correct. Both types of calculation are furthermore quite insen-

sitive to Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics. From these results we conclude that the

elastic Ml formfactor can meaningfully constrain the nuclear structure input and
thai the simple pi assumption is at least reasonable. All subsequent calculations
will use the simple pi structure amplitudes.

As was noted above, in treating knock-on exchange contributions to T e o r e , it
is essential to specify the pseudovector form of the pseudoscalar NN invariant. The
issue arises again in the consideration of Tua<cnce- Again, we may specify either the
pseudoscalar

ip-y5(l)7S(2) (8a)

or pseudovector

representation of the pseudoscalar invariant which by construction have the same
on-shell matrix elements by virtue of the fact that the free wavefunctions satisfy the
free Dirac equation. In relativistic models, however, nucleon wavefunctions satisfy
Dirac equations with strong potentials (e.g., Eq. 6) and the two representations are
no longer equivalent. Using the Dirac equation with the strong potentials, we may
establish the following equivalence for the pseudoscalar and pseudovector operators:

t'.

(Note that this expression is valid for the bound states; the presence of complex
potentials results in a somewhat more complicated expression for the continuum
states.) Remembering that S(r) is negative, we see that the pseudovector operator
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.3 ;.oseiy assoc.ated with '.he well-know:-. pr.e:.oT.e:on or pair-suppress.on :n N.\

sca::ari.".g which results from the assumption of pseucovector ~.V.V coupi.r: lo

There :s arr.p.e evidence from D1 r°.^ Har.ree-Fock models of inr.mte nuclear matte:

10 as '-veil as RIA treatments ot proton-nulceus scattering which treat the pior.ic

exchange contribution explicitly 3 that the pseudovecto: form Is strongly preferred

In subsequent discussion, we wsil present the firs" evidence of this same strong

^reference based on oroton-nucleus inelastic scattering.

IV. RESULTS FOR p - ; 3C E L A S T I C S C A T T E R I N G

Because the isoscalar central and spin-orbit interactions are so strong and

because ail twelve core nucleons contribute cor.structivaly, T..or. is much larger

than Tuaj-r.-e for p —13 C elastic scattering. Since bound state Reiativistic Dy-

namics are known to be unimportant for T c o r e 2,17] (and in fact are ignored in

the present treatment), we do not expect to see signatures of nuclear relativity in

the target except in observables where the role of Tvaienct is emphasized for some

reason. For unpolarized target observables no such emphasis occurs and the role of

Tu 3 i e n c . is almost indiscemable. This is clearly demonstrated in Figs. 1-3 which

show da an, Ay, and DLL calculated non-relativistically and relativisticaiiy with

pseudoscaiar and pseudovector coupling. The three calculations are nearly identical.

The polarized target observables, however, usually involve interferences be-

tween TC J r . and Tvaience and are therefore identically zero in the absence of the

latter. Therefore such quantities can in principle be sensitive to Relativistic Nu-

ciear Dynamics in the target. In practice, however, the dominance of TCOre again

exacts a heavy cost by causing all polarized target observables to be small (i.e.,

<< 1) and therefore presumably difficult to measure. Furthermore most of these

quantities show very little sensitivity to relativistic dynamics anyway as is shown

in Figs. 4 and 5 for the quantities DOO-QN and DQL-QL- Maximal sensitivity is

observed for DLS,ON (Fig. 6) and DSL-,OS- This sensitivity is enhanced in the

combination (DIS-ON ~ DSL.ON), calculations of which appear in Fig. 7. Here,

in the region of 20° < 4 < 35°, relativistic effects enhance {DIS,?N - DSL.-.S1)

by about 40 % , independent of whether pseudoscaiar or pseudovector coupling is

used. Since we demonstrated earlier that our nuclear structure assumptions are at

lease qualitatively consistent with ihe Ml formfactor data it is tempting to conclude
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Figure 1. DW-PwlA calculations of do/dtl for p +13 C elastic scattering at Tp =

•iOOMeV are shown. The dotted and dashed curves are relativistic calculations

uiing the pseudoscalar and pseudovector forms, respectively, of the pseudoscalar

NN invariant. The dashed-dotted curve is a non-relativistic calculation using the

pseudoscalar form of the pseudoscalar NN invariant.

that the present calculations of {DLS-,QN — DSL-,ON)
 a re not particularly sensitive
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Figure 2. DW-RIA calculations of Ay for p + 1 3 C elastic scattering at Tp -

400A/eV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 1.

to nuclear structure ambiguities. As will be disf =ssed below, a careful analysis of

the calculations suggests that such a conclusion is not warranted.

The dynamics contributing to the combination (DLS-,ON ~ DSL,QN]
 c a n t"e

identified by noting that, in terms of the general form of the full scattering amplitude
of Eq. 1,

' - ASBN' 10)

Using techniques based on the analysis of the Plane-Wave Relativistic Impulse Ap-
proximation (PW-RIA) for inelastic sciitering ;6j, the dependence of the ampli-
tudes on the right-hand side of Eq. 10 on kinematics, the N'N t-matrix, and auclear
structure can. readily be deduced. For example, we may easily see that .45 an i
55 are dominated by Tcorei therefore the sensitivity to Relativistic Nuclear Dy-
namics resides in AN and B^ which come from the A J = 1 portion of T v a nc,.
This ronclusion is supported by direct examination of the calculated relativistic
and nor.-relativistic scattering amplitudes. Such an examination also shows that,
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Figure 3. DW-RIA calculations of DLL for p + 1 3 C elastic scattering at Tp =

-lOChV/eV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 1.

as the curves in Fig. 7 would suggest, the PS and PV calculations differ little from

each other but differ appreciably from the NR results. The specific origin of this

sensitivity can be traced by examining the PW-RIA amplitude. We have [6

-ipq 2,T \ lP
, _ , - —

where A, T and V are the axial-vector, anti-symmetric tensor, and vector invariants
of INN- The generalized transverse spin transition densities E'j , (i = 1, ..,4) are
defined and discussed in detail in Ref. 6. A partial non-relativistic reduction of Eq.
l la yields (see Ref. 6)

* p w — i L. -
= I m

where now c is the spin-orbit strength in the usual Wolfenstein representation of

the NN amplitude, E r is the usual transverse spin transition density, and (j) is

the transverse convection current transition density. The kinematic factors in Eq.

j = 1 (j)
rn
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Figure 4. DW-RIA calculations of Dooioyv for p + 1 3 C elastic scattering at Tp =
•iQOXIeV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 1.

l ib ensure that the convection current contribution is more strongly emphasized in
Ay than in any other term of the scattering amplitude. The large vector invari-
ant which enters in proton-neutron (more precisely, isoscalar NN) scattering further

-r T - T

emphasizes (j) . As has been stressed elsewhere [6,8,9], (j) is linear in the lower

components of Dirac wavefunctions and is enhanced by Relativistic Nuclear Dy-

namics which accounts for the sensitivity observed in (Dcs;ON - DSL-,QN)- Similar
- r

effects attributable to (j) have been observed in the observable combination
da

1 + + Dss) - 4lX/v I - • - > >

for the 12C(p,p') l 2C*(l2.71 MtV 1 + T - Q) reaction [6.8.S]. We note that the
- r

magnitude of (j) is proportional to the AL = 1, A5 — 0 nuclear structure am-
plitude [6]. This abnormal-parity amplitude is typically small aad poorly known.
Comparison of DVV-RIA calculations with the observable combination of Eq. 12 as
determined by experiment strongly suggest [6,8,9} that the Kurath wavefunctions
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Figure 5. DW-RIA calculations of DOL,OL for p + 13 C elastic scattering at Tp =
400MeV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 1.

[ 13,14] give too large a value for this amplitude. Furthermore, as noted above, the

Ml electron formfactor does not strongly constrain this amplitude for 1 3 C Analyses

of any future measurements of {DLS;ON-DSL<QN) would undoubtedly be hampered

by this uncertainty.

The sensitivity of Bs to Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics has a less clear origin

and appears to involve a cancellation in NN amplitudes which emphasizes a nuclear

spin transition density quadratic in lower components relative to transition densities

quadratic in upper components which would ordinarily dominate. The sensitivity

of the cancellation to ambiguities in, the NN amplitude has not been assessed but

could be appreciable.

Finally, referring to Eq. l l a and Ref. 6, we note that the pseudoscalar
NN invariant does not appear in As,Bs,Av, or B/f. Together with the relation
given in Eq. 10, this explains why {DLS&N — DSL-,ON) is insensitive to whether the
pseudoscalar or pseudovector form of the pseudoscalar invariant is used.
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Figure 6. DW-RIA calculations of DLS.ON for p+ 1 3 C elastic scattering at Tp =
40CLV/eV. The carves are labelled as in Figure 1.

In sum, there appear to be very few p+ 13C elastic scattering observables
which are sensitive to Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics in the target. Furthermore,
for those observables where maximum sensitivity is found, theoretical uncertainties
may preclude definitive confrontation with any future di\ta.

V. RESULTS SOR THE i3C{p,n)l3N REACTION
Assuming isospin invariant for the nuclear forces, the charge exchange re-

action on 13C leading to the mirror 13iV ground state has a scattering amplitude
identical in structure to that ior elastic scattering (Eq. 1). In principle, the same
observables are measureable. However, we clearly have Tcor« —• 0 and only the
AJ = 0 and 1 pieces of Tua;ence (corresponding to 'Fermi' and 'Gamow-Tellei'
transitions, respectively) are present. It is therefore possible that effects due to
Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics in the target may appear even in unpolarized target
observables. Indeed, the calculated cross sections show an enormous sensitivity to
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Figure 7. DVV-RIA calculations of the quantity DLS-.ON - DSL-.QN for p - 1 3 C
elastic scattering at Tp = 400MeV. The curves are labeued as in Figure 1.

the use of the pseudovector or pseudoscalar form of the pseudoscalar NN invariant.

Data [18] at Tp = 800 MeV are compared with NR, PS, and PV calculations in Fig.

8 where, for the first time on the basis of inelastic scattering data, the pseudovector

form of the pseudoscalar NN invariant is shown to be strongly preferred. (Note that,

in this case, the 'NR' calculations were done with the. >de DW81 [19] using the

NN amplitudes of Ref. 20 and therefore contain no Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics.)

Calculated cross sections for Tp — 400MeV are displayed in Fig. 9 and anticipated

measurements [21] will almost certainly rule out the PS choice. As will be shown

below, this extreme sensitivity is directly traceable to the fact that the one-pion ex-

change piece of the NN amplitude is particularly emphasized in this transition for

10° < 6> < 20° due to simple, well-understood nuclear structure effects. Based on

these results, we will concentrate on the PV calculations in subsequent discussions.

In some of the unpolarized target observables such as dajdU (Fig. 9) and Ay

(Fig. 10), for example, effects due to Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics appearing as
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Figure 8. DW-RIA calculations of da/dCl for the 12C{p,n)13N{g.s.) reaction at
Tp = 800MeV are compared with the data of King et al. [18|. The dotted and
dashed curves are relativistic calculations using the pseudoscalar and pseudenector
forms, respectively, of the pseudoscalar NN invariant. The solid curve is a non-
relativistic calculation done using the code DW81 [19]. The Kurath [13,14] nuclear
structure amplitudes were employed.
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differences be tween P V calculat ions wi th relativistic and non-rela f . ivistic ( P V - N R )

b o u n d s ta te w. •• . .Junctions are relat ively smal l . In contrast , , for others like D.vs

a n d £>:,-_,- ; Figs. 11 a n d 12), s o m e w h a t more subs tan t i a l differences are found a n d

compar i son wi th d a t a would be of in t res t .

Since ne i ther t he A J = 0 or 1 a m p l i t u d e are d o m i n a n t , the polarized target

observables can be large as is demonstrated in Figs. 13 where DLS-.QX is displayed.
For these observables, sensitivities to the use of pseudovector versus pseudoscalar

coupling abound as is illustrated in Fig. 14 where PS and PV calculations of DOS-.OL

are seen to be quite different, especially for ° > 20°. This sensitivity may, however,
be maximal in the combination [DSS-.OL-^-DSS-OL) which is plotted in Fig. 15. Here
large PV versus PS differences are found for 10° < 0 < 20° where distortion and
nuclear structure effects are better controlled theoretically than at more backward
angles.

We may identify the origin of this sensitivity by observing that, in terms of
the full scattering amplitude of Eq. 1,

•~:{DJN;0L + DNS-OL) = iIm[B*Ds'\- (13)
a\l

Again using the techniques of Ref. 6, we infer that the sensitivity should reside
in Ds and not in 3,v- Direct examination of the calculated scattering amplitudes
comfirms that that the greatest PV versus NR difference is indeed for Re\Ds}- As
is shown in Ref. 6, we may write the plane wave amplitude D§w as

^ ^ = l (14)

where 6 and d are the usual NN amplitudes in the Wolfenstein representation and

EL is the usual longitudinal spin transition density while p4 is a generalized matter

transition density discussed in Ref. 6 and P is the NN pseudoscalar invariant.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 14 is the only contribution from the

pseudoscalar invariant in the entire inelastic nuclear amplitude. Furthermore, since

this is a AT = 1 transition, the pseudoscalar invariant is completely dominated by

the one-pion-exchange contribution:
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Figure 9. DW-RIA calculations of da/dU for the l3C(p,n)i:iN[g.s.) reaction at
Tp = 400MeV. The solid and dotted curves are relativistic and non-relativistic
calculations, respectively, using the pseudovector form of the pseudoscalar NN in-
variant. The dashed and dashed-dotted curves are relativistic and non-relativistic
calculations, respectively, using the pseudoscalar form of the pseudoscalar NN in-
variant.
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Figure 10. DW-RIA calculations of Ay for the l3C{p,n)13N[g.s.) reaction at
Tp - 400iV/eV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 9.

In addition, this term is obviously the the only one which reflects the difference
between pseudoscalar and pseudovector coupling. It is therefore no surprize that
the polarized target observables maximally sensitive PS versus PV should involve
Ds- We may also readily understand why the effects are so pronounced for this
particular reaction. It can be shown that the matter transition density p4 of Eq.
14 behaves like the longitudinal spin transition density and is governed by the
AX = 0, AS = 1 and AL = 2, AS — 1 nuclear structure amplitudes. Because of
the factor of qj2m multiplying p* in Eq. 14 which emphasizes larger momentum
transfers, the AL = 2, AS = 1 amplitude is more important. It is just this am-
plitude which is particularly large for a pi to pj, , AJ = 1 transition such as this
one. We may readily find that, with this simple nuclear structure assumption, the
AL = 0,AS = 1 amplitude is -- . / l /27 while the AL = 2, AS = 1 amplitude is
^20/27. In consequence, over the entire angular region of the second maximum in
do I d£l in Figs. S and 9, the scattering amplitude is dominated by the first term on
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Figure 11. DW-RIA calculations of DSN for the x3C(p, n)l2N(g-s.) reaction at
Tp = 400MeV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 9.

the right-hand side of Eq. .14. As stated above, the relevant piece of the NN ampli-
tude comes fron one-p ion-exchange and is therefore well-determined. The relevant
nuclear structure amplitude is the dominant one and is unlikely to be sensitive to
details of nuclear structure models. Furthermore, under the assumption that only
p-shell amplitudes enter, this amplitude is constrained by the electron elastic Ml
formfactor in the region of its second maximum where we find that the naive pi to
pi picture works reasonably well.

Though they show great PV versus PS sensitivity, the polarized target ob-
servables do not appear to reflect- Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics in the bound states
any more dramatically than do observables for unpolarized targets. That is to say,
we find no PV versus PV-NR differences appreciably greater than those shown in
Figs. 11 and 12 for D^N and Dss- Indeed, as shown in Fig. 15, there is virtually
no PV versus PV-NR difference for {DSN-,QL + DNS;OL) sven though this observ-
able combination strongly reflacts the behavior of a nuclear structure quantity, p4,
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Figure 12. DW-RIA calculations of Dss for the 13C(p,n.)13N{g,s.) reaction at
To = 'lOOMeV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 9.

which is linear in lower components. Somewhat greater sensitivity appears in the
combination

as is demonstrated in Fig. 16. However, the greatest PV versus PV-NR differences
occur at 6 ^ 11° which corresponds to the first minimum in the cross section (Fig.
9) and may therefore be somewhat sensitive to details of the calculations. These
findings suggest that the effects of Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics in the projectile
wavefunctic-ns are much more significant than those in the bound state wavefunc-

tions and that the 13C(ff, n)13iV (g.s.) reaction does not provide a particularly good
means of examining tha latter.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Effects arising frcm Relativistic Nuclear Dynamics in the continuum wave-

function appear to be much more pronounced than those associated with the bound
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Figure 13. DW-RIA calculations of DLS-QN for the lzC(p,n)i3N[g.s.) reaction at
Tp - AOQMeV. The curves are labelled as in Figure 9.

state wavefunctions. Neither p"4- l 3C elastic scattering nor the l3C(p,n)l3N (g.s.)
reaction calculations presented here show strong sensitivity to the bound state rel-
ativity, although the latter is extremely sensitive to the choice of the pseudoscalar
versus pseudovector form for the pseudoscalar NN invariant. Indeed, the limited
800 MeV cross section data appear to permit the PS calculations to be ruled out.

Many aspects of the calculations presented here require further testing and
theoretical refinement. First, the calculations are numerically quite complicated and
must be checked carefully. It is encouraging in this regard that the elastic scattering
calculations presented in this paper compare well with those of the previous paper
[l], but further checks are clearly called for. Confirmation of the [p, n) results by
independent calculations would be desireable. Sensitivities to ambiguities in the NN
amplitude, while not expected to be important for the (p, n), should be examined
carefully. The same is true of the nuclear structure input. Here the question is
perhaps not so much one of the specific nuclear structure amplitudes as of the
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Figure 14. DW-RIA calculations of DQS-QL for the 13C{p,n)13N(g.s.) reaction at
Tp = 400MeV. The curves axe labelled as in Figure 9.

fundamental nuclear response itself. It is now becoming clear, for example [22],
that the electromagnetic response obtained in the impulse approximatipn used here
to describe electron scattering is significantly modified by many-body effects. Such
a modification is essential for describing nuclear magnetic moments in relativistic
theories [23]. It may well be that, for instance, the pionic nuclear response is also
modified by similar effects.
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Figure 15. DW-RIA calculations of the combination DSN-,OL + DNS-,QL for the
l3C(p,n)13N{g.s.) reaction at Tp = AOOMeV. The curves are labelled as in Figure
9.
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Figure 16. DW-RIA calculations of the combination DCN-.OS - OtfL-.os for the
iZC(p,n)i3N(g.s.) reaction at Tp = AOOMeV. The curves are labelled as in Figure
9.
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Abstract

We outline a theoretical formalism that describes in a unified

manner both scattering and nuclear structure properties, starting

from a common, underlying Hamiltonian. The theoretical framework is

applied to shell and collective models of nuclear structure.

1. Introduction

In this talk, I would like to outline a new formalism in which

we seek to bring together in an internally consistent manner two

aspects of nuclear many-body theory which have been extensively

studied namely, nuclear structure (in particular, the very successful

shell model) and reaction theory (in particular, optical models).

The goal of this attempt is to obtain information on both the nuclear

structure and the transition interactions from a common, underlying

Hamiltonian. In outlining the formalism, we will be (1) working with

the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation, and (2) using a spin-0

projectile which is (3) distinguishable from the constituents of the

target. Removal of restriction (2) involves a straightforward

generalization of the angular momentum algebra. Removal of

restrictions (1) and (3) are more difficult and require some care.
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Section 6 involved the collaboration of J. N. Ginocchio.

2. Review

In order to illustrate the points of deviation of our formalism

from others in the literature, it is instructive to briefly review

the main features of the problem.

In the standard treatment of scattering of an elementary

particle by a many-body target, we are required to solve the

time-independent Schrodinger equation

H|T > = E|T > (1)

where

H * % + Tp + V
PN (2)

is the basic underlying Hamiltonian in which HN is the exact target

Hamiltonian; T is the projectile's kinetic energy; and V ^ is the

projectile-target interaction which usually consists of a sum of

two-body interactions involving the projectile and each of the A

constituents of the target. The eigenfunction |Y> is thus an

(A-t-l)-body wave function. The purely formal solution to the problem

lies in two parts: (a) We need to solve

H N l V - «nl*n>
exactly to obtain all the eigenvalues en and the A-body

eigenfunctions |$n> of the target and (b) |T > has to be obtained

with the asymptotic boundary conditions

where |•0> is the target ground (initial) state; kn is the projectile

momentum with the target in state |+n>; and vn is the
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projectile-target relative velocity if the target is in the state

!• >. f_ is the corresponding scattering amplitude.

If these two parts can be solved, then the differential

scattering cross section for scattering to any final target state

•n > is given by

Furthermore, observable quantities for the target A-body system

relating to any operator 9 can be found by calculating the matrix

elements

Needless to say, for most problems of interest equations (1-6)

cannot be implemented in practice because: (i) ve cannot solve

equation (3) due to the complicated nature of HN and (ii) even if ve

could, the complicated nature of V D N for any hadronic projectile

prevents us getting solutions of |Y> in the form given by

equation (4). Consequently, one must resort to approximation

schemes. For example, the latter problem is usually overcome

formally by the optical-model approach.

3. Optical Potential Models

In this approach,' ' the many-body potential V ^ is replaced by

a one-body operator in the projectile coordinate (V t) which is

defined in such a way that for scattering from the target ground

state, the one-body operator V t gives the same transition amplitude

as the (A+l) body operator V ^. The A-body target coordinates have

thus been integrated out in going from V N to V t. Then, if U n>

and en are known in equation (3), equation (1) can be reduced to a
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one-body form vhich is then solved (formally) by standard methods to

give the scattering amplitude fQQ.

The problem vith this approach is that 4>n> and en are np_t known

(as stated earlier) and the formal definitions of V t involve these

unknown exact eigenstates <frn>. Hence we are reduced to arguing

somewhat heuristically in favor of semi-phenomenological forms for

V ,.. The microscopic content of these theories is then unclear.

Nevertheless, these semi-phenomenological V 0 D t have had considerable

success in explaining many reactions, especially those consisting of

elastic scattering from closed-shell nuclei,

A substantial part of our vork lies in extending this

optical-model approach to open-shell nuclei. For this, it will be

convenient to separate V t as

V Q p t => U + AU, (7)

where U is the optical potential for elastic scattering from a closed

shell core of the target and AU is the 'transition potential'

describing elastic and inelastic processes involving the valence

particles only. Note that this definition of the optical potential U

is different from standard treatments in vhich it describes elastic

scattering from the target as a whole (i.e., core plus valence

particles).

In order to overcome the target eigenvalue problem HJ«n> =

enj*n> we have to resort to models of the nucleus that simplify it

sufficiently to be tractable. We vill consider only the shell model

and the collective model.



4. Nuclear-Structure Models

(a) The target Hamiltonian HN = TN + VNN is separated as

(8)

where

(9)

(10)

Tjq is the total kinetic energy of the target constituents and V ^ is

the sum of the interactions among them. UQ is a sum of one-body

operators in the target coordinates such that HQ can be reduced to a

sum of one-body operators A

(11)

HN -

H o -

1 =

Ho

TN

lm

• H l

- U o-

UQ is arbitrary and its form is chosen for convenience

(self-consistent potential, harmonic oscillator, Wood-Saxon, etc.)-

The single-particle eigenstates I$n> given by

ho|*n> - e > n

then define a basis set of states which can be divided into core-plus

valence-model space states and other states

!>States outside model space

• >Valence (model) space

^Core

The problem is to replace the residual interaction Hĵ  by an effective

interaction H^ such that the solutions to the eigenvalue problem

5n|*n> - «n|*n > <5N = Ho + "l>

can be obtained subject to the following conditions:
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(i) e belong to a subset of the exact energy eigenvalues of H^

(vhich can be determined experimentally), and

(ii) The eigenfunction $n> consists, of a filled core of Ac

particles plus (A-A ) particles occupying the states defining the

valence space. That is,

filled core > IA-Ac particles in the valence space>. (14)

The filled core is completely passive in the model space approach and

is usually omitted in the notation. The practical limitations lie in

the size of the model space that can be handled numerically and the

number of quantities that have to be evaluated to obtain H-p

In principle, once one has defined the model space, one should

be able to obtain microscopically B^ from R^*~*\ This is the

formal statement of the 'shell model problem.' In practice, this is

very difficult to do. An alternative approach is to simply

parameterize H-. and obtain the optimum set of parameters that fit

selected energy eigenvalues. The latter is the approach of Cohen and

Kurath<5) for lp-shell nuclei.

Whichever way H is obtained, the overlap 0 - <?n|*n> for a given

en is usually less than 1. For a ?ery severe basis truncation, 0

could be very much less than one. So for any operator 9,

Hence the matrix elements calculated using shell-model eigenstates do

not exactly correspond to the quantities being measured. The

solution is to renormalize 9 in the model space and obtain an

effective operator § such that

IV
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The transformation 9-*9 is a statement on hov excitations out of

the model space influence observables, and the need for such a

transformation has its origin in the truncation of the target model

space. A systematic, consistent, microscopic derivation of the pair

of transformations H^-»H^and 8->9 is the goal of nuclear many-body

theory. The vay to do this vhen scattering and structure are

considered together is one object of our studies. Usually 9 is

obtained heuristically or simply by parameterizing and fitting to

data in a manner analogous to H^ (effective charges are a case in

point). We feel that our approach is a promising addition to the

many attempts at solving this problem, especially in the realm of

scattering. In our theory, ve can incorporate quite naturally the

tvo most successful aspects of phenomenology currently available,

namely, shell-model nuclear structure calculations, and elastic

scattering from closed-shell nuclei.

5. Outline of Theory

Our approach is to recognize at the outset that the exact target

eigerfunctions are unavailable, and to construct our scattering

formalism within the framework of the model space assumptions,

i.e., starting with the exact Hamiltonian H » HN > T + V , ve

derive an effective Hamilton.ian H * H N + T_ + U(E) • 6.0 (E) such that

the scattering cross sections obtained using the model-space target

eigenstates are the same as would be obtained using the exact

eigenstates.

There is no unique way of making the transformation H-*H and some

of the different theoretical formulations have their origins in this

freedom. Because ve vish to compare to the best existing shell-model
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and scattering phenomenology, ve require our transformation

prescription to have the following properties:

(1) H should be Hermitian;

(2) HN should be energy-independent (as in most shell-modal

phenomenology);

(3) U(E) and AU(E) should be energy dependent in order to

incorporate thresholds naturally;

(A) the theory should predict AU(E). In our approach, AU(E) is

described by a connected set of diagrams describing transitions

among shell model states involving only valence nucleons;

(5) in the limit of no projectile, U~AU = O.i.e. H ^ HN and ve

obtain the familiar shell model; and

(6) in the limit of no valence particles, H^-0 and AU-0. This

reduces to the familiar problem of elastic scattering from

closed-shell nuclei with an optical potential U(E).

Our theoretical framework, provides a systematic (although by no

means easy) prescription for deriving an H vith these properties. No

other theories ve know of incorporate all these properties. Other

related theoretical formulations are given belov and the differences vith

our formulation is given in parentheses.

(a) Shell Model:

(i) Bloch-Horovitz"' (energy-dependent HN and unlinked diagrams)

(ii) Brandov^' (non-Hermitian HN)

(b) Scattering

(i) Feshbactr * (assumes eigenstates of H^ are known)

(ii) Mahaux-Viederii.iuller'' • (assumes AU is given)

(iii) Kuo et al. '°'(U, &U are energy-independent)
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In our approach, the basic idea is to use the methods of

time-dependent perturbation theory to generate the relevant

Feynman-GaIdstore diagrams for any given process. The techniques of

folded diagrams ^' are then used to eliminate any unwanted energy

dependences (or, equivaiently, time delays) and, as repeatedly

emphasized, the theoretical framswork enables us to compare to existing

phenomenological forms for H^, U and fill without requiring further

renormalizations.

A few illustrative examples of what is involved in this process may

be useful.

(a) (b)

Time

Figure 1

In Fig. 1(3), two particles in the valence states a and b scatter once

via Hjf and are then knocked out of the model space. After another later

collision, they fall back into model-space states represented by c and a.

When the particles go into single-particle states outside the model

space, then the existence of a time interval between the two collisions

implies the existence of a time-delayed (energy-dependent) effective

interaction HN(E). Folded diagrams can then be used to find an

instantaneous (energy-independent) HN (Fig. lc) such that the matrix -
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element for the process in l(c) is equal to that in l(a). This simple

case illustrates hov one goes from H^ to H^.

11 i

t
Time

Figure 2

The optical potential, U(E), is generated by diagrams given in

Fig. 2 where the shaded area represents the interaction of the projectile

with the core nucleus only. The projectile does not interact with the

valence particles (represented by the straight lines). The valence

particles will, of course, interact among themselves, but this generates

diagrams for HN, not U(B).

t
Time

(a) (b)
Figure 3
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AU(E) is generated by diagrams of the type in Fig. 3(a), vhich

involve interactions between the projectile and valence-particle lines.

'Folding' techniques are then used to make the valence-particles'

transitions instantaneous as in 3(b) while retaining the time delay in

the projectile lines. This choice preserves the required energy

dependence in AU(E).

The above examples are illustrative of the basic approach of the

theory and indicate how one identifies to which effective interaction

(HM, U or &U) a specific diagram contributes. There are, of course, an

infinity of such diagrams, and I will not touch on the problems of how

one identifies classes oi diagrams: true and model correcting diagrams

and the selection of diagrams for evaluation. I will simply note that

th« choice of the time base tQ will determine the Hermiticity properties

of the effective interactions. The theory finally takes the form of a

set of coupled equations whose dimensionality is the same as that of the

model space.

6. Collective Model of the Nucleus

(a) Some of the nuclei that are most suited for use as polarized

targets (such as 1 < 9Ho) are best described by collective models*9*. In

the simplest case, the target Hamiltonian H N is very well approximated by

that of a rigid rotor

i.e. HN » H§ - ™L V. (17)

The eigenvalue problea

can thus be solved exactly. The eigenfunccions |+n > are just the

Vigner 9-functions specified by the usual quantum numbers |KIH> and the

eigenvalues en =. —1(1+1). Ve are neglecting « and 6 vibrational motion.
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To the extent that the exact target eigenfunctions are well represented

by |KIM> and an intrinsic wave function, no renormalization of the

transition operators is necessary. Hence the full machinery (discussed

earlier) to consistently handle such renormalizations is not immediately

applicable. But, as is usual in heavy nuclei in the collective model,

there exist a large number of lov-lying collective states for a given

rotational K-band. Hence it is likely that coupled-channel effects will

become significant. We will now describe a way in which we couple all

the channels within a rotational band for nuclei that have quadrupole

deformations.

(b) As always, we want to solve H|T > =• E|T > subject to the

boundary conditions given by equation (4). However, the Hamiltonian H is

now

H=HJj + U +AU, (19)

where U is now the optical potential for elastic scattering by the

spherical part of the target distribution and

AU - p'(r) Y2(r)-Q2 (20)

is the transition potential that arises from the quadrupole deformation

of the nucleus. Q2 is the nuclear quadrupole operator. |T > is usually

expanded in the complete set of basis states

|KI«;JM>=.) <JM|!lmM'> iaYOm(r)|KIM'> (21)

so that raM'

(22)
r L •- • • •

KI8
JM

The Schrodinger equation then reduces to a set of coupled equations in

the radial functions.

feiL n 2 3(3+D \ KI« \ .||,,,,, K'1'8'
I 2 m d r 2 2 m r * K I [ J M / ' I I ' J ' M '
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For All given by the quadrupole deformations in Eq. (20),

<KU;JM|aU|K'I'8';J'M'> = 8 u, §MM, 6KK, i-f (28*1)(28' +1) (21 + 1) (21' +1)

l 4' 2 I I' 2 1« «' 2l
0 0 0 K -K o i l ' I Jf'

where QQ is the quadrupole moment of the intrinsic state specified by the

band quantum number K. E»j is the energy of the nuclear state vith

quantum numbers (K,I) 3,9' are the projectile's angular momentum and m is

its reduced mass.

These coupled radial equations are then solved numerically vith the

appropriate boundary conditions. From Eq. (23) and (24) we see that the

equation for the radial functions depend on K,I,8 and J and are also

coupled in I and 4. This results in a large number of equations that

have to be solved. In practice, coupled-channel codes are limited by the

number of target channels that they can handle. Hence they are of

limited utility unless one has a prior knowledge of which channels

contribute most to the channel couplings. The use of a coherent state

basis for expansion of |T> (next section ) alleviates many of these

problems.

(c) Coherent States:

Ve can define a new, complete set of basis states as follows:

|Ku8;JH> =» ) J2I+1 \l ,5, i |KI8;JM> (25)

I / |K M MJ I
and expand \f> as

1 \ 5KuJ ,
r L JM IKW^JH). (26)
Ku8
JM

U is a new quantum number that represents the projection of the
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projectile's orbital angular momentum on the intrinsic axis of the

target.

The radial equations then become

fe*L fqiijil - U*(E-EK>j R^
3(r) = ]> <KM«;JM|au|K'u'«'»J'M'>iiKiV;!' (27)I2mdr2

^ ' K'u'2'
J'M'

where

<Ku8;JM|AUlK'u'5';J'M'> = &T T, &MM, $>vv> &,„, >^~ P'U) Qni(28+1)(24 '+1)! I JJ nn tut ~vu Qn o

vl4'-ft/ sU14 4' 2] fl 4' 2)
X1 *-' !o 0 oj lu -M oj•

We see that the new radial functions R depend on K,U,1 but not on J

and are coupled only in J. In addition, numerical solutions are

necessary only for u>0 because the equations are invariant under u-»-u-

These three features result in a substantial reduction in the number of

numerical solutions that need to be obtained. The main point is that

this reduction is obtained while retaining couplings to all target

channels within a given rotational band. The only implicit assumptions

that are necessary to obtain this simplification are that the potential U

and the target (E-E^j) are independent of the quantum number I of the

coupled channels. This should be a good assumption for medium energy

projectiles.

7. Applications

(a) The first application of the formalisms outlined above will be

to a unified treatment of elastic, inelastic, and charge exchange

scattering of pions by polarized 1 6 5Ho. As has been noted elsewhere in

this workshop, this is one of the easiest targets to polarize. From the

theoretical viewpoint, Chiang and Johnson' ' have shown (in an eikonal

approach) that this reaction is very sensitive to the excess neutron
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deformations. We will be doing the full coupled-channel calculations for

this reaction to see the importance of these effects.

(b) The next major application will be to look at targets using the

shell-model effective interactions. This will enable us to obtain

unified treatments of families of reactions (e.g. (n,n), (re,n'), (nr,n.°),

(rc~,a*)) using coupled channels and H^, U and AU obtained consistently

from the shell-model assumptions from a common, underlying Hamiltonian.

8. Concluding Remarks

Ve have outlined a formalism that we are in the final stages of

developing and have discussed applications that ve are concurrently

pursuing. Ve believe that the unification of nuclear structure theories

and reaction physics at a microscopic level is of high priority, and

foresee many applications throughout nuclear physics.

This vork was supported by the US Department of Energy.
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POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN PION-NUCLEUS SCATTERING:

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

by

E.R. S ic i l i ano

ABSTRACT

A multipole analysis of the pion-nucleus
scattering amplitude is used to discuss the
new information that may become available for
pion scattering from polarized targets.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this talk I present a general theoretical framework for the analysis of

pion scattering from polarized nuclear targets. The two main points that I

address are (1) what new information may be available from pion-polarized-

nucleus scattering, and (2) how can we experimentally look for this information.

The details of the discussion are focused on describing single-arm experiments

in which only the final state of the scattered.pion is measured. However, the

general techniques are also applicable to one-particle exclusive reactions from *

unpolarized targets, such as (ir,*i).

The outline of the talk is as follows: In Sec. II, a formalism is

introduced that employs a multipole analysis of the picn-nucleus (JT-A.)

scattering amplitude. The four fundamental multipole operators that emerge from

this analysis result from the space-spin tensor nature of the one-body

elementary coupling assumed. In this work, sealer and vector one-body couplings

typical of the free pion-nucleon (JT-N) interaction are used. Extension of these

results to more complicated couplings is straightforward. The main expressions

obtained (givan in Eqs. (21-31)] are for any value of nuclear spin and any

choice of polarization direction. These main results are discussed further in
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Sec. Ill, and specific examples of target orientation and spin are considered.

For a cursory reading of this manuscript, the reader may wish to begin with Sec.

Ill, and use Sec. II as a reference.

Portions of this work result from a collaboration with G.E. Walker.

II. FORMALISM

We begin our analysis by dividing the pion-nucleus scattering araplitude into

terms according to their tensor properties on the nuclear space. For example,

we will assume that

<flF(kV , - <flF
P

<f IF (1)

where F and F are, respectively, scalar and vector operators on the nuclear

space, I i> (If>) denotes the initial (final) nuclear state, and kv (k't/1) denote

the initial (final) pion momentum and z-component of isospin. We further assume

that these operators result from a local coupling to the pion currents, i.e.

F ( k V ,ki/) -
P

+ JT (l-u'.li/UA) j^'.k;?) P1A(r)l

(2)

- fdr \s , Jw0(k',k;r) • <7Q<r)

J2

(3)

Here, we have introduced four pion currents: scalar-isoscalar (j Q ) , scalar-

isovector (j . ) , vector-isoscalar (] 0 ) , and vector-isovector (J , ) . We have

also introduced the corresponding nuclear scalar density operators (p_ and

p. ) and vector density operators (aQ and <?-,,). [Note that the value of A is

determined by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (1-v', lfllA). Also note that the

vector density operators should include coupling to both th« nuclear Fermi

motion and spin density, i.e. J «• Jp + a, but for the purpose of this discus-

sion we are taking J_ =» 0]. These nuclear density operators are defined as:
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pn(v) -Z«(r-r ) , P U ( D - I r (j) 5(r-r ) ,
j J J

(4)

'Ov

where a and r are the nucleon Pauli spin and A-component of the isospin

oparators, and the sum over j runs from 1 to A.

The general structure of the pion currents in the usual distorted wave

treatment is

jjnn(k',k;r) - Jdp'dp .^-<P-P'> *</(£< ,p') Am(p\p) *<+)(£,p) , (5)

where the tf's are pion elastic distorted wave functions; and for a one-body

pion-nuclson (ir-N) coupling

V P >P> " Asa ( P > P ) + V ( p >P) 'P* *Pf '
and

A^CP'.P) -IA^P'.P) y ap! . (7)

Here m-0 or 1 corresponds to isoscalar or isovector coupling, the e's are unit

vectors, and the A(p',p)'s are angle independent and determined from the

specific *-N model assumed. Various approximata treatments of the distorted

waves lead to various forma of j . For example, in the plane wave limit

j ^ k ' ,k;r) - e 1 ^ A^' ,k) , for q - S-lc' , (8)

or in an eikonal-type treatment,1

7rm m

where the damping of the pion waves inside the nucleus is accounted for by the

complex eikonal phase factor X_,(r). In the following discussion, we shall use

the later form of j . We hasten to add, however, that our general conclusions

result from the tensor nature of the operators. Because the distorted waves are

scalar functions, we expect our general results to be independent of the
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specific model used for the distortions. Furthermore, by using a plane wave

expansion of the distorted waves, linear combinations of plane wave results car.

be used to obtain "exact" distorted wave results.

Now with the above approximate distorted wave model of Eq. (9), we may write

the scalar and vector scattering operators as

F (k'y'.kw) - p , (q,E) + e • e, , pv, (q,E) , (10)
P

and

F (k'u ,kv) - 3-(e,x e,,) • a , (q,E) , (11)

where for a-s or p,

pa(i/(q,E) - jd? e
i q' r e ̂  Ma(k',',kw; r) , (12)

^,v(q,E) - Id? e
l q' r e fc S(k'*',ky;r) (13)

Ma(k'i/',kv;r) - S^A^tk'.k^gCr) + JI (1-u',li/|lA)Aal(k',k)pu(r) , (14)

S(k'y'.kv;r> - ^ . ^ ( k ' . k ^ C r ) + JI (1-^'.li/UA)Affl(k' ,k)?u(r) . (15)

By using standard ntultipole expansion techniques.1 we rewrite Eqs. (10) and (11)

as

J M" (q,E) (16)
J>0

and

P - 1 r - r. J "I"-!! -« 1
o(q,E) - -J2ir V (i) J S. (q,E) + n s" (q,E) , (17)

for the axis of quantization chosen to be z - e and p - ±1. In these

expressions we have introduced the notation J • J2J+1. The multipole
A A A

operators Mj..,, S^ , and S. are irreducible spherical tensors on the

nuclear space, and they are considered to be the fundamental operators in our

analysis. They have the following definitions:



•I iV r ) - *a
dr e t JT(qr) YTU(e^) M ( k V > ; r ) , (18)

r iX (r)
(q.E) -Jdr e J j W * J J I ( V " S(k'w',Vo/;r) , (19)

sJM(q.E) - q'^dr" e |v x j^qr) Yjj^e^J • S(k'*\kv;r) , (20)

in terms of spherical harmonics (YTU), vector spherical harmonics (Y^T,), and

spherical Bessel functions (jT) . Note that Ma and s" are natural [(-1) ] parity

operators, whereas S1^ is an unnatural [(-1) ] parity operator.

We may now consider the nuclear matrix elements of the above multipole

operators. For polarized scattering from an initial nuclear state

I L>—1JLML;T T > to the final nuclear state lf>-IJJl ;TfT ,>, where the M

substates are populated with probabilities p.,.(M,) and the M f substates are

undetermined, we consider the inclusive differential cross section

(k'l/'kv) - V p(1)(M1- V p(1)(M1)l<f!F(kV,kV)li>|
2

M f M i (21)

- ) p.. .(M.) (l<flF l i > l 2 + KflF l i> l 2 + 2 Re <flF IL>*<fIF Ii>\ .
l_ r(i) V \ p a p a )

Because the initial state may be polarized along a direction (e_) that does noc

coincide with e (the previously chosen axis of quantization), we shall assume

the most general relative orientation of the three vectors involved: k (or k'),

q, and P. This general case is depicted in Fig. 1, where P is located with

respect to q by the angles 9' and $".

To obtain expressions of the polarized differential cross section in cerms

of reduced matrix elements of the four fundamental multipole operators (Ms, Mp,

S , and S ), we apply standard angular momentum recoupling techniques.2 Our

results are the following:
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(even)

sin2*

(even)

K K { Kj f i

(23)
(even)

C*/*> • * I @ Q I
£ r lCOSff )\W IK K L K Jfl

Z A A

p.. .(M.) 2 Re <flF IL>"<flF
( i ) i P a

(even)

(24)

(odd)

KSl

where Che stuns over K are limited by K £ 2J.. The seven V's are reduced

response functions that depend on the momentum transfer and incident energy (q

and E), but not on the orientation of the polarization axis (0* or ^ * ) . The

P (cosj*) are associated Legendre functions, and the C J's are the Fano

statistical tensors,

4 U " I P(i)<Ml)("l) i 1 (J^.Ji^'KO) • (25)
Mi

The detailed expressions for the reduced response functions In terms of the

four fundamental multipole operators are the following:

uabl -2 V
K Jr. Lr. L [0 0 oj '•'^ PJ'+J R e tMJ 'M j / ( 2 6 )

J'>O,J>O fi
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f i

( 2 8 )

p" f s n V + su*snl

L K J f i 4 (K+2)(K+1)K(K-1)
(29)

+ i(-i)(J'"J+1)/2 P" i » - suVll
+ i ( 1 ) PJ'+J [SJ'SJ SJ ' Jj j •

where we have used the short-hand notation for the recurring product of 3-J and

6-J symbols,

(30)
f i L J I i i fJ

A A

and the reduced siatrix elements M* • <J J|M*(q,E)||J,> and S* - <J_||S*(q,E)||J.>.
. J £ J 1. J £ J L

Also, the projectors P~ • [l±(-l)n]/2 explicitly show the selection rules that

result from the parity of the operators involved.

For the value of K-0, we note that f£ '-1/J , P.(costf")«l, and

Ue point out that the K-0 terms of the above expressions yield the unpolarized

results, i .e .
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da
dfl

fi

unpol
2 cos0

fi fi fi fi

So we see that the use of polarized targets for pion-nucleus scattering supplies

us with new information via additional reduced response functions. In the

following discussion, we shall uso the above analysis to disclose the nature of

this new information.

Figure 1

Kinematic variables for & ( * , * ' ) . The initial and final pion momenta (k and k')
define the scattering plane. The polarization and three-momentum transfer (P
and q) define the polarization plans.

III. OBSERVATIONS and SCHEMATIC EXAMPLES

One immediate observation we can make from the above results is that

specific orientations of the polarization axis ($* and 4*) c a n be used to select

various combinations of the reduced response functions. To illustrate this

point, we emphasize the S* and ̂ * dependences of the polarized differential

cross section by writing it as



12^

(even)

•>4]*° r +
cto " 0

K>2
(33)

(even) (odd)
- cos** Y f^P^cos**) Re/^ + sin** ) f^P^cos**) Im A£ ,

where the F 's represent the K > 0 terms analogous to the unpolarized results

(I') of Eq. (32), and the A's repr

The definitions are the following:

(I') of Eq. (32), and the A's represent the various spin interference terms.

4 • siA H"}H , <34>

Note that the F's and A's depend upon 9, q, and E (only two of which are

independent), but not on S* or ̂ *. We further note that except for the

term, the structure of Eq. (33) is analogous to the polarized target result for

electron scattering.2

In principle^ the polarization axis may be fixed at any set of values for d*

and 4>* , depending on the specific goal of tha experiment. In this paper, how-

ever, we shall examine the results of Eq. (33) for only a few simple orienta-

tions. For example, we see that If the polarization axis is in the scattering

plane (i.e. 4>" ™ 0), then the ImA,. term does not contribute, regardless of the

choice of 9* . The contributions from the &eA» and IL. terms depend upon the

value of 8* . Neither of these terms contribute for the polarization axis fixed

in the q direction, i.e. 4* - 0" - 0. In this case, the cross section that
q q

results from Eq. (33) is simply

e, (even)

—^ - r + V f(1)r (35)
dfl l0 ) rK lK • K '

q

(even)

+ V f(1)r
0 ) rK lK •

The &£ term can be selectively included by choosing the Q - k+k' direction, i.e.
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<$• . 0, 0* - ir/2. Because Pv(0) muse be odd in K, che ReAy term is prevented
Q * Q
from contributing co the cross section for this case, which is

—• - rQ + ) f£L)
 P K(0) rK + p*(0) A£ . (36)

fi
- rQ +

K>2

Other choices of 9* besides 9* and 8* will allow the ReA^ term to contribute.
q Q K

Examples of these include the longitudinal orientation, In which the target is

polarized along the k direction [i.e. <j>* - 0, cos** - (k-k'cos«)/q » sin(tf/2)

for k =» k f ] , and the sideways orientation, in which the target is polarized

perpendicular to the beam [i.e. $* - 0, cos0* - -k'sinl/q - -cos(5/2)]. Both

longitudinal and sideways orientations will have ReAg terms in the corresponding

cross section expressions.

As an example of polarization out of the scattering plane, we consider the

orientation in the N - kxk' direction, i.e. $* - 8* - w/2. For this case, the
N N

expression in Eq. (33) becomes

[PK(0) FK * PK<0) 4J

Here we see that the ImÂ . term does contribute, in contrast to the above

examples. Because Ay is odd under the scattering angle substitution 9-*-8, and
2 1

Fj. and AS. are even, the In^» term can be isolated by taking the difference

da(0)/dCI,-d<7(-0)/dfl,. When this difference is normalized by the sum of cross

sections, we obtain the left-right asymmetry
. fi . fi

^ • (38)fi

It is interesting to note that for the corresponding electron-scattering case

(unpolarlzed beas and polarized target), such an asymmetry vanishes since the

analogous A^ term is purely real.

Let us now focus on some specific values of J. and J_, so that the

additional information available from polarized targets may become more

apparent. For these examples, we shall assume 100% polarization in the (tfi*,9*)
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direction, in which case

<2J,)! J2K+1

g ^
K j

(39)

We begin by noting that for the simplest case, J. - 1/2, the general

constraint 0 3 K S 2J. gives us K • 0 or 1. From Eq.(33) then, we obtain the

following expression for the spin-1! case:

* f ** 1 1

3S - TA + — sin** sin** Im A, . (40)
dO 0 jy- 1

This result is valid regardless of the value of J_. We see from Eq.(40) that if

it were not for the imaginary part of A., a polarized spin-4 target would

provide no more information than is available from an unpolarized target (F-).

We also note that the ̂* - 0* - w/2 orientation maximizes the ImA.. contribution,

and the left-right asymmetry conveniently Isolates this term.

To examine the spin-1! case more closely, we consider the situation for which

J. - J. , i.e. h~ •* H~ . This condition is characteristic of analog single-

charge -exchange scattering as well as elastic scattering. The combinations of

reduced matrix elements (M. and Sa) of the multipole operators that contribute
1 J J

to F- and A. [Eqs.(34)] are determined from Eqs.(26-30). The response functions

contained in FQ are

S?|2 ; (41)

and those available with polarization via the A. term are

- 4iri M* s!£ . (42)

Here the indices a and b take on the appropriate s- and p-wave values as

indicated in Eqs. (34). Because in principle, the allowed multipoles MQ and S..

are separately available without polarization, we see that the additional infor-

mation provided by polarization in the spin-4 case may only help determine

relative phases between multipoles. In practice, however, M. usually dominates

the S., contribution to F-, and the separation of these multipoles without

polarization is impractical.

For a final comment on the spin-4 case, we believe this case to be of
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considerable interest because pion-nucleus left-right asymmetries can be

directly compared to the elementary pion-nucleon asymmetry. Such comparisons

may provide us with a sensitive test of various reaction-dynamic models. Of

course, detailed calculations (such as the ones presented by D.J. Ernst and P.

B. Siegel at this workshop) are needed so that we may distinguish nuclear geo-

metrical effects from honest dynamical information.

Next, we consider the spin-1 case. In this case K - 0, 1, or 2, and from

Eq. (33) we obtain

da _ 1 »• ,. _
dQ 0 Jj 2 2

(43)

- | J cos** sin20" RBAJ + — sin** sin0*
J 8 2 ^

By comparing this expression to Eq. (40), it appears that there is a substantial

amount of new information available from a polarized spin-1 target. However,

when we examine the reduced matrix elements that are contained in the various

F's and A's of Eq. (43), we find some recurring combinations of the available

multipoles. One oust, therefore, carefully choose polarization directions so as

to isolate different information.

For example, if we consider the 1" -* 1~ transition, the available multipoles

are M*, M*. and s". From Eqs. (26-30) we find that these available multipoles

contribute to the F's and A's of Eq. (43) in the following combinations: The

response functions contained in FQ and F. are, respectively,

l . u l 2
uab1 4* r V l , Ma*b"| O"| 2* l.ul ....

° J u " j i P° ° 2 2J ' W i n " j f ' " :

and

2 1 1The response functions contained in A-, A2, and A. are, respectively,

(47)
11 * "
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We see that without polarization, the M- and M~ multipoles cannot be separated;

with polarization these multipoles may be separately obtained, for example, if

the Tj term can be isolated. One possibility is to subtract the unpolarized

cress section (F.) from the cross section measured with q direction polarization

[see Eq. (35)]. The main point here is that target orientations other than the

normal (N) direction must be utilized for J, > h nuclei.

IV. SUMMARY

We have presented a general multipole analysis for pion scattering from

polarized targets of arbitrary spin. In this analysis, the new information

provided by polarization is contained in addition response functions. These

response functions may be isolated by Judiciously selecting the direction of

target polarization. By so doing, one may be able to separate the various

fundamental nuclear multipoles that contribute to the reaction. This new

information may also be used as a sensitive test of various pion-nucleus

reaction models. Finally, although we did not specifically develop it here, the

analysis we have presented is equally valid for one-particle exclusive reactions

for which the polarization direction in our discussion represents the direction

of the emitted particle. This suggests future comparisons between polarized

target cross sections and coincidence measurements.9
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Pion Elastic and Single Charge Exchange Scattering
from Polarized Targets

D. J. Ernst
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ABSTRACT

Elastic and single charge exchange scattering from polarized targets is examined. Some
examples of the type of physics which might be learned from these reactions are put forth
and preliminary predictions of scattering asymmetries are presented.

The question which one wishes to address in a talk like this is clear - what could

one learn from scattering pions from polarized targets? We are addressing this question

in the total absence of data and with almost a total lack of previous theoretical work.

I shall take the point of view of first asking the question of what are some remaining

unanswered questions in pion-nucleus reaction theory and how can polarized targets help

resolve these questions. This is a limited point of.view. In moving into new fields, nature

often poses new questions that were totally unthought of before the experiments are done.

This has been particulary true of spin measurements in nuclear physics. A classic example

is intermediate energy proton-nucleus scattering. Before any spin measurements of this

reaction were made, nobody predicted or even speculated that such measurements could

shed light on the Dirac character of the nucleon.

Before venturing into new and unknown regions, let us first review where we stand

on elastic scattering of pions from nuclei in the resonance region. In collaboration with

Mikkel Johnson and David Giebink, a momentum-space optical potential approach to pion-

nucleus scatering has been developed. This approach includes the following features in the

first-order, impulse approximation to the optical potential. Fully relativistic kinematics

and invariant normalizations1 are included throughout. The pion-nucleon amplitude is a

field-theoretic amplitude2 which includes the pion-nucleon pole and finite, but short-range,

form factors. The ferm* motion of the struck nucleon is integrated over exactly3. The A-

nucleus interaction is treated approximately via use of the mean spectral propagator of

Ref. 4. In addition, the recoil of the target nucleus is included1 in the kinematics so that
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we may treat light nuclei. The first-order, impulse approximation to the optical potential

is defined as part of a systematic perturbation theory5 in which the field theoretic aspects

of the pion are maintained and in which the higher order corrections are well defined and

are being investigated.

The elastic scattering of 7r+ from 12C at 162 Mev as predicted by the first order

optical potential from this theory is depicted in Fig. 1. The data are from Ref. 6. The

excellent agreement with the data is not unique to l 2C; similar results obtain7 for other

nuclei at resonance energies. The first-order optical potential does not do so well away

from resonance energies, and even at resonance energies one needs additional higher order

corrections if larger angle data8 is included in the analysis. We conclude from this that

multiple scattering theory, as developed and arranged here5, is reasonably convergent in the

resonance region and thus we expect the first-order potential to make reliable predictions

for the spin-flip amplitudes in this region. Better said, we can make predictions for the

uninteresting part of the spin-flip cross sections; differences from these predictions would

constitute information on the part of the reaction which is not yet understood.

T* "C
162 M»V

20 40 60 GO 100 120

Fig. 1. Differential cross section for n+ scattering from I2C at 162 MeV.
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Because the spin-flip amplitude is roughly A~l times the non spin-flip amplitude (spin

flip occuring on only one of the A nucleons in the target), one should first examine light

nuclei. We begin with 13C. In Figs. 2-5 we depict the asymmetry for TT± elastic scattering

from l3C at 50, 114, 162, and 240 MeV. The wave function used for 13C is a Hartree-Fock

result utilizing the Skyrme III9 force. The spin-flip part of the two-body amplitude is

dominated by the A 33 resonance and thus the largest asymmetries occur at the resonance

region. At the low energy, 50 MeV, there is almost no scattering asymmetry predicted by

the first order optical potential. This can be taken as an advantage because in low energy

pion reactions the parts of the reaction that are not understood are the higher order pieces.

In particular, the true absorption channel is large and couples to the elastic channel. Work

by Yoo and Landau10 predicts a strong spin dependence for the true absorption channel.

This spin dependence could lead to large asymmetries and thus make such measurements

quite valuable at reaching a quantitative understanding of true absorption. At the moment

this is speculation; clearly additional theoretical work on the spin dependence of the true

absorption channel together with work on the spin dependerce of the other second order

effects is required in order to clarify what might be learned. At the moment, one can only

firmly state that the first order asymmetry is small and thus whatever asymmetry might

be measured would arise from interesting second order processes.

The even lighter nuclei, 3He and 3H, are also logical candidates to investigate. There

are several interesting unanswered questions concerning elastic scattering on these two

nuclei. The first is simply that there are large charge symmetry breaking pieces11 in the

interaction which are not at all understood. The second has to do with the position of the

first minimum12 in ?r++3He (or jr~+3H) in the elastic differential cross section. Because

of the p-wave dominance of the interaction, the pion-nucleon scattering cross section has

a minimum at ninety degrees. When transformed from the two-body eenter-of-mass to

the pi-nucleus center-of-masa frame, this minimum occurs at 77° in both the data and the

theory for elastic scattering at 160 MeV. However, the simple kinematic transformation

moves this minimum to 69° at 240 MeV. This occurs in our theory but the data have the

minimum remaining constant at 77°. In order to resolve this situation, a second order

process which produces a strongly energy-dependent and angular-dependent amplitude is

required. No possibilities have yet been put forth, but if the missing physics has a spin

dependence, then measuring the asymmetry for elastic scattering of n+ from 3He would

provide a clue as to what is missing.
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g

Fig. 2. Scattering asymmetry for elastic scattering of •n±

from I 3C at 50 MeV.

40 16080 120
fi(deg)

Fig. <1. The same as Fig. 2 except the energy is 162 MeV.

-1.0

Fig. 3. The same as Fig. 2 except the energy is 114 Mev.

-1.0
160

Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 2 except the energy is 240 MeV.



The scattering of pions from the three-body targets is an archetypal reaction. For these

reactions, a complete set of data should be taken. This would include the measurement

of the scattering asymmetry. In the elastic scattering data one can see the qualitative

features of the spin-flip amplitude. The major feature is the A dominance which appears

through the much larger spin-flip amplitude in the T~ 3He channel than in the JT+ 3He

channel. In elastic scattering one only measures the sum of the squares of the spin-nonflip

and spin-flip amplitudes. A more stringent constraint of the theory is to measure the cross

term between these two amplitudes which occurs in spin measurements.

We can make some crude predictions for 3He. The limitation at the moment is that

we do not have a realistic wave function which we can input into the computer program.

Using simply the product of three s-wave Gaussians as our mode! of the wave function,

we make the predictions pictured in Figs. 6, 7. Although very crude, these predictions do

demonstrate that the scattering asymmetry is roughly proportional to A~l and that for

A equal 3 the asymmetries are expected to be large even at the low sad high energies.

The only published work on this problem can be found in Ref. 13 where the scattering

asymmetry for elastic scattering of *~ from 3He is presented. There, a realistic model of

the spin-flip part of the target density was used thus yielding a more reliable prediction.

-i.o
160

Fig. 6. The scattering asymmetry for elastic scatterk of pions from 3He fat 50 MeV.
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1.0

.5 -

- . 5 •

-1.0

1 ™

1 1 1

80 120 160

Fig. 7.. The same as Fig. 6 except the energy is 240 MeV.

The above discussion also applies to charge exchange scattering to the analogue state.

This reaction can be treated14 as a different isospin combination of the same amplitudes

which produce elastic scattering and thus should be included in any unified approach to this

reaction. One should note that if the pion charge exchanges, it has hit the odd nucleon and

thus the A~l factor has already been paid in going to the charge exchange reaction. It does

not have to be paid again in looking at the spin-flip amplitude. We are not yet in a position

to make quantitative predictions about this spin-flip, isospin-flip process. This is because

the first order potential predicts charge exchange cross sections which are too small. Part

of the reason for this is that the optical potential predicted by the first order calculation

is too absorbative. If we include the recent large angle data in our analysis, we find a

reduction by roughly one-third in the strength of the imaginary part of the potential. This

does not alter significantly the results shown in Fig. 1 as the needed modification changes

only slightly the peripheral partial waves and hence does not greatly modify the diffraction

pattern. The pion-nucleus s-waves and p-waves are substantiality modified. We expect this

change to enhance the single charge exchange cross section. In addition, one expects14

there to be significant isovector, second-order pieces to the interaction which can only be

seen in the charge exchange reactions.
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With these precautions, predictions for the asymmetry in pion single charge exchange

scattering are presented in Figs. 8, 9. These are very crude estimates and should only be

taken as qualitative predictions of the overall magnitude. In particular, the peculiar spike

that occurs near 40° at 163 MeV results from a delicate cancellation and immediately

disappears when higher order corrections are added.

-i.o
160

Fig. 8. The scattering asymmetry for pion charge exchange to the analogue state on l 3C

at 114 MeV.

ISO

Fig. 9. The same as Fig. 8 except the energy is 165 MeV.
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In both the elastic and charge exchange channel there is a piece of physics which

might be investigated by scattering pions from a polarized target. This is the spin-orbit

A-nucleus interaction. In Ref- 15 a large A-nucleus spin-orbit interaction was extracted

from pion-nucleus elastic scattering. In the work which has been described here, a much

smaller A-nucleus interaction is indicated. In Fig. 10 we indicate how this interaction

can produce a spin-flip in the pion-nucleus reaction. The spin dependence of the pion-

nucleus interaction should provide a strong constraint on the A-nucleus spin-orbit force.

Unfortunately no theoretical work on this point exists so that even qualitative results are

unavailable.

Fig. 10. The role of the A-nucleus spin-orbit interaction in producing a sptn-flip reaction.

In conclusion, some suggestions have been made as to what one might learn from scat-

tering pions off polarized targets. These include investigating the spin dependence of the

true absorption cross section at low energies, investigating some of the unanswered prrob-

lems which remain in the 3He - 3H system, and examining the A-nucleus spin-orbit force.

These are suggestions being put forth not as final, thoroughly thought out arguments, but

as topics for further investigation, and hopefully suggestions which will stimulate further

thought. Each suggestion was accompanied by the statement that further theoretical work

is required. Since this is the first conference on this subject and no data presently exists,

this nascent state of the theory is natural. The prospect for real targets and experimantally

measured cross sections should greatly accelerate the development of the theory.
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ABSTRACT

Asymmetry calculations for the reactions Z(.n*,n ) N(IAS),
7ti(n+,nO)7Be(IAS), and 10B*(/r~,n°)10Be(g.s.) are presented in order to

assess the potential of future experiments with polarized targets. We

find that the asymmetry for pion charge exchange and pi-eta production

from B to the ground state of C or Be depends only on the

difference in the distorted waves of the incoming and outgoing

projectiles.
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A major goal of this workshop is to determine which experiments

with polarized nuclear targets can enhance our understanding of

nuclear structure and reactions. In this talk we examine reactions

involving single-charge exchange with pions. Our specific objective

is to suggest experiments in which polarization effects can be used to

gain information about these aspects. This will be a theoretical

analysis directed at experiments that become possible with the advent

of nuclear polarized targets.

The basis of our calculations is the distorted-wave impulse

approximation (DWIA). This approach has been reasonably successful in

applications to pion reactions, hence it may be expected to give an

adequate estimate of polarization effects for single-charge exchange.

We review briefly the DWIA formalism in the next section and then

discuss possible experiments involving spin 1/2, integer spin, and

spin 3/2 nuclei.

DWIA Formalism

DWIA calculations have been carried out for more than 20 years

for various reactions, and detailed aspects of the formalism are

1 2
presented in many books and articles. We present the final

expressions as applied to pion reactions. The amplitude for the n

charge-exchange reaction, F.f, is given by

Fif * <Xf"} ' <4f• Srx ' V ' i

where \V^> and IV^ are the initial and final nuclear states, and X-

and Xf correspond to the distorted waves of the incoming 71 and

outgoing n respectively. These distorted waves are obtained by

solving an appropriate wave equation in which the n-nucleus
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interaction is described by an optical potential which represents an

approximate solution to the A+l body problem. For this exploratory

work, we treat the charge-exchange operator, t , as the local

one-body operator (zero range)

tcx(E,k,£') = T
+[ \0(E) + Xa(Etf-fr + \sf(E)S-(kx£') ] a

fa (2)

in momentum space. Here k and k' are gradient operators acting on the

pion-nucleus relative-motion wave functions. The complex amplitudes

ME ) , which we obtain from pion-nucleon data, correspond to the s-wave

(\J» p-wave (A.), and spin-flip (A. ~) components of the interaction.

For pion kinetic energies E less than 200 MeV, the £=0 and £=1 partial

waves given above are adequate to describe pion-nucleon interactions.

The distorted waves of the incoming and outgoing pion can be

combined and expressed in a form which is composed of terms that

transform as tensors under rotation. Equation 1 is then written as

F.f =

Here the nucleon creation and annihilation operators are implicit and

3 is the scattering angle, i.e. the angle between the n+ and 71

asymptotic momenta. The form of equation 3 has several advantages.

The nuclear structure and reaction mechanism aspects are separated.

The dependence on nuclear structure enters the calculation in the form

of the reduced matrix elements <4<f|| YR |\^±> and <Vf|| tfK*°)j Il*i>

for the spin-independent and spin-dependent terms respectively. The

tjj (&;r) and tj.. (8;r) functions depend on the reaction mechanism and
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the pion's interaction with the other nucleons. One would like to

understand one of these aspects and learn about the other. For

certain nuclei the nuclear structure is believed to be sufficiently

well understood that information about the pion-nuclear interaction

can be gained.

Expressing the amplitude as the sum of terms with tensoral

properties is convenient, since it enables us to employ symmetry

constraints. The allowable transitions are limited and determined by

|J. - J J < J < |J. + Jf|. We use the notation of Ref. 2 and refer to

the various components as J(KS) where J is the total angular momentum

and K the orbital angular momentum. For the spin-independent terms S

is zero, S is one for the spin-dependent terms, and we have |K - S| <

J < |K + S|. These points are discussed in more detail in Ref. 2.

The axis of quantization is arbitrary in these calculations.

However, if it is chosen perpendicular to the scattering plane, in the

direction n = fc x ft', certain restrictions are placed on the allowed

values of \i = Mf - M. s Am in Eq. 3. These restrictions are due to

the assumed invariance of the interaction under parity, which is

incorporated in Eq. 2, and are a consequence of the Bohr reflection
3

theorem. For the pion, a spin-zero particle, Bohr's theorem states

n i f = (-1)*

(4)
even no change in parity

or Am =
odd change in parity of

the nuclear state

where n^ is the product of the initial and final parity of the

nuclear states. This result is general and not limited to the DWIA
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approach.

We conclude this section with two relationships which pertain to

the DWIA calculations. The amplitude for left versus right scattering

(equivalent to M •» -M) is related by

W' 1 'jO
lJ0

1 1 (5)

for Am = 0. Also, for the special case of the plane-wave impulse

approximation (PWIA) we have

lJAm
. (J.M.

(f " f " \JAm

(6)

.(J.M.
l l i

Spin 1/2 Nuclei

Charge-exchange scattering to the isobaric analog state (IAS) for

spin-1/2 nuclei is relatively simple to describe theoretically because

only the J=0 and J=l terms enter in Eq. 3, since J.=Jf=l/2. As is

well known, the amplitude for the scattering of spin-zero and spin-1/2

objects can be written as

Fif =
x fe'+ ig(d) "^nuclear ' where °

and a , operates on the nuclear spinor. Only three nuclear

reduced matrix elements enter the calculation: the amplitude f(d)

contains the monopole spin-independent element 0(00), and g(d) the

spin-dependent terms 1(01) and 1(21). For an initial polarization
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along n the differential cross section is given by

o L (S) = | f O ) + ig(3) I2

R

for scattering to the left and right of the target. A measurement of

the left-right asymmetry A , defined by

...

can therefore give information about the relative magnitude and phases

of the two amplitudes. Another possible measurement would be the spin

rotation function, R, which is obtained from an initial polarization

perpendicular to n and a measurement of the spin of the final nucleus.

The equivalent information could perhaps be obtained with a y-ray

coincidence experiment from a polarized target.

The asymmetry A (ft) will be substantial when |g(d)| is comparable

with |f(»)|. For elastic scattering, the ratio |g(S)|/|f(S)I =

1/(number of nucleons in the nucleus) so that the asymmetry is
4

typically small. Single-charge exchange, however, can produce larger

asymmetries since the reaction occurs on the valence nucleon. In Fig.

1 we plot a calculation of the differential cross section, da/dfi, for

the reaction 13£(7i+,/l°)l3N(IAS) at T^ = 165 MeV along with the data5

for an unpolarized target. The distorted waves are obtained from the

optical potential of Ref. 6. A measurement of do/dQ, which is the sum

2 2
of If(3)| and |g(S)| , does not shed much light on the individual

contributions, plotted separately in the figure. Our calculations

show that !g(3)| /|f(d)|2 has a maximum, about 1/4, around 28° for

this particular case. Even though this is a relatively small



Figure 1. Differential cross

section calculation (solid line)

for the reaction
132(n+,n°)13N(IAS) at Tn=l65

MeV. The spin-independent

(chain-dashed line) and

spin-dependent (lower dotted

line) components are also

displayed. The data are

from Ref. 5.
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Figure 2. Asymmetry calculation for 13C(n+,n°)13N(IAS) at Tn=l65

MeV. The solid line corresponds to using the Cohen-Kurath, the

chain-dashed line to j-j coupling, and the lower dotted line to

Taitor-Wright values for the nuclear reduced matrix elements.
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fraction, substantial asymmetries can occur. We show the results in

fig. 2, along with calculations using different models for the nuclear

reduced matrix elements to examine the sensitivity to the nuclear

structure input for C. The reduced matrix elements used were

obtained from Ref. 7 which evaluates the constraints on the ground

13 13state wave functions of C and N. The j-j coupling and

Taitor-Wright (TV) values plotted here bracket the calculations

obtained using the other models in Ref. 7. As seen in the figure,

this reaction exhibits little sensitivity to these different nuclear

models and would be a good candidate to test our understanding of the

reaction aspects.

One expects the asymmetry to be largest where |f(d)| has a

minimum. The minimum in Fig. 1 at 28° arises from the distorted wave

form factor which also reduces |g(d)| in a similar manner. A better

Figure 3. Differential cross

section calculation (solid line)

for 15N(p"\/l°)15O(IAS) at Tn=55

MeV with the spin-independent

(chain-dashed line) and spin-

dependent (lower dotted line)

also displayed. The data are

from Ref. 8.
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Figure 4. Calculations for the

reaction 13C(7i+,7i°)13N(IAS) at

Tn=70 MeV:

a) using waves distorted

with only the Coulomb

potential (i.e. no optical

potential)

b) using the optical

potential of Ref. 6.

The different components

are labelled as in Fig. 3.
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situation exists at lower energies where the spin-independent

component, f(3), has a minimum in the forward direction due to a

cancellation of the s- and p-wave amplitudes. This is demonstrated

experimentally in Fig. 3 for the reaction 15$(n+,Ji°)15O(IAS) at TR =

55 MeV. The dip at 22° is attributed to this cancellation in the

•onopole piece. Our decomposition of the cross section indicates that

2 2
If| and |gl become comparable for 20° < 5 < 40° and hence large

asymmetries are predicted. The distorted waves used in this

calculation were generated using only the Coulomb potential.

We also present a calculation of 132(n+,n0)13H(IAS) »t 70 MeV.

Figures 4 and 5 compare differential cross section and asymmetry

calculations using different distorted waves. In Fig. 4a only Coulomb

distorted waves, similar to the calculation in Fig. 3, are used; in

Fig. 4b, we use the optical potential of Ref. 6 and,, in addition,

IB-

Figure 5. Asy^etry calculation* for 13C(n+fn°)
13K(IAS) corresponding

to the same conditions as Fig. 4a (chain-dashed line) and Fig. 4b

(solid line).



include correlations between the valence and core nucleons. In Fig. 5

the respective asymmetries are shown and it is seen that dramatic

results can occur. In the optical potential of Ref. 6, Pauli-blocking

and energy-shift effects decrease greatly the distortion due to the

core particles. We are currently studying the precise nature of this

increased transparency, and it is the charge-exchange data (perhaps

with polarized targets) that provides a testing ground for these

theoretical developments.

Thus, we conclude that this reaction, and perhaps

N(n ,n ) O(IAS), in this medium energy region can yield information

regarding the pion's interaction with the nuclear medium. For these

energies the monopole part of the amplitude is reduced at intermediate

angles due to the s- and p-wave cancellations causing observable

interference with the spin-dependent contributions. Knowledge about

the relative magnitudes and phases of f(S) and g(d) can be extracted.

This information is not available by scattering from unpolarized

targets.

Integer Spin

Nuclei with spin greater than 1/2 require more parameters to

describe their polarization and, usually, a larger number of

experimental observables to sort out useful information. In this

section we will focus on some simple examples involving integer spin:

transitions from spin-J to spin-zero nuclear states. For reactions in

which one has J=l, the following selection rules follow from Eq. 4.
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Only the transitions

0+

1 •• 0

and

Am = 0

Am = ±1
r - o
1" -• or

are allowed for quantization along n. Polarized, nuclei can,

therefore, be used to enhance or prohibit these reactions in the plane

perpendicular to n. Improvement of experimental resolution (by

removing a nearby "strong" state), enhancement of monpole excitations,

and identification of states are some possible applications of the

above "spin-filtering" rules. These general rules are applicable to

inelastic and double charge-exchange reactions as well.

An interesting situation exists in the case of B. A

measurement of the asymmetry for single-charge exchange with n or n

to the corresponding ground state offers a unique opportunity for

determining certain properities of distorted waves. The reaction, a

J=3 to J=0 transition, will occur in the plane perpendicular to n only

if the initial polarization is M. = +2, 0, or -2. We will assume the

initial state to be completely in the M.=+2 state and calculate the

left-right asymmetry in the scattering plane normal to the

quantization axis. The reaction proceeds only via the (Yxa)^

operator if the model space for B is restricted to the p-shell, but

a larger model spaoe could allow a (Y,x<j) transition. We note that

in the plaue-wave approximation we have, from Eq. 6,

<00| t 3 K 2(Y Kxa) 3_ 2 |32> = - <00| t 3 K_ 2(Y Kxc) 3 2 |3-2>*
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Reaction occurs
in tbided region

Figure 6. Diagram describing "Nevns Polarization".

-to

Figure 7. Asymmetry calculations for B(n*,ir) C(g.s.) at T =165

HeV for a) distorted waves for incoming projectile; plane waves for

outgoing projectile (chain-clashed curve) and b) plane waves for

incoming projectile; distorted waves for outgoing projectile (solid

curve).
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so

daR(9)

= In

and A = 0 .

The asymmetry is not zero, however, in a DWIA calculation. In

this case, A depends on the difference in the distorted waves of the

incoming and outgoing projectiles, and a direct measurement of the
+ — C

relative interaction of the n (or n ) and n with the nucleus is

accessible. The classical explanation of this phenomena was given by

Newns, Tobccman, and Newns and Refai for the case of deuteron

stripping, and we present the corresponding explaination for pions in

Fig. 6. The initial boron nucleus in the figure is taken to be

polarized out of the page, the positive direction. Since the final

state has J=0, negative angular momentum must be transferred during

the process. Thus the vector q must pass to the left of the center of

the nucleus so that r * q is negative. The region of the reaction,

therefore, will be determined by the direction of the momentum

transfer q, shown in the figure. For scattering to the right, q

points to the upper left, and the reaction occurs ia the lower left

hemisphere of the nucleus in order to produce the necessary angular

momentum transfer. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the distance traveled in

the nucleus by the n (solid line) is longer than for the n (dashed

line). The situation is reversed for scattering to the left.

The quantum mechanical treatment gives results in qualitative

agreement with the classical description. In Fig. 7 we show DWIA

calculations for B(rt ,n ) C(g.s) for the extreme cases in which the

n wave is distorted but the n wave is not, represented by the

chain-dashed line, and the complimentary case, solid line. Since
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these calculations are done at T = 165 MeV, the distortions are

large, and hence also the asymmetries. For identical distorted waves,

the asymmetry calculations give zero. We note that, asymmetries can

also occur from a difference in the distorted waves due to k. f k_.

For the plane-wave case, however, A (S) is zero even if k. f k,.

How much difference do we anticipate in the n and n

interactions? Due to the Q-value of the reaction, the energy of the

incoming and outgoing pion are different. For an interaction with a

strong energy dependence, asymmetries could be observable which would

measure the change in the penetrability of the pion. Since the

Q-value for the reaction B(n ,n ) Be(g.s.) is larger than for

B(n +,n) C(g.s.), we have calculated the n~ reaction (Q-value = 4

MeV) at T =125 MeV to estimate the amount of asymmetry that is

expected. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The asymmetry is caused

by two effects which produce differences in the n and n distorted

waves: the difference in the initial and final momenta and the

difference in the interaction of the n and TI with the nuclear

12medium. As seen in the figure, A (8) is disappointingly small. If

exotic effects were to occur, such as might be associated with a

non-zero hadronization distance or a shorter lifetime for the n in

the nuclear medium, then the asymmetries could be as large as those

shown in Fig. 7.

Another possible application of this type of polarization is the

coherent reproduction reaction 2(jx+,n) C(g.s.)« An asymmetry

experiment would directly measure the q-nucleon interaction relative

to the n-nucleon interaction.
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-LO

Figure 8. Asymmetry calculation for B(n",7l ) Be(g.s.) at T =125

MeV.

ao m m u»

Figure 9. Asynoetry calculation for Li(n+
fn ) Be at T 5*70 MeV which

include 0(00), 2(20), 1(01), 1(21), and 3(21) transitions.
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These calculations have the added appeal that they are

insensitive to uncertainties in the nuclear structure, since the

dominant term <4*f|| (YJ<a)^ ||4*.> cancels in the expression for A (8).

Spin-3/2 Nuclei

We conclude this talk with a calculation of the asymmetry for the

reaction £i(rt+,n ) Be(IAS). The result of the calculation is plotted

in Fig. 11 for T = 70 MeV with an initial polarization state of

M. = +3/2. Contributions to the amplitude include the

spin*independent pieces 0(00), 2(20), and the spin-dependent ones

1(01), 1(21), 2(21), and 3(21). Even though the spin-flip

7 13
contributions are greater for Li than for C, the asymmetries do not

show the sharp features in this case that were seen in Fig. 5, because

13the quadrupole amplitudes (not present for C) increase the

spin-independent terms. The additional complexity for reactions

involving many possible transitions could make a clean extraction of

nuclear structure information and other aspects of the problem

difficult since many polarization measurements might be needed to draw

useful conclusions. Of course the alternative point of view can be

taken that an understanding of pion-nuclear scattering will enable us

to resolve details of nuclear structure in nuclei with higher spin,

particularly if conditions exist in which only a few multipole

components are allowed.
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Summary

The ma;a ideas presented in this talk can be summarized as

follows:

1. The reaction <?(n ,n ) N(IAS) can give information regarding

the pion's interaction with the nucleons in the nucleus since this

process is relatively insensitive to different models for nuclear

structure. For pion energies between 55 and 125 MeV, large

asymmetries at intermediate angles are predicted due to the 4=0 and

£=1 cancellation in the monopole 0(00) amplitude.

2. Asymmetry measurements for charge-exchange or ^-production

reactions from B provide a tool in which the relative interaction

strength of the incoming and outgoing projectiles with the nuclear

medium can be measured.

3. An analysis of the asymmetry for charge exchange from Li was

presented. If the pion-nuclear interaction is sufficiently

understood, a determination of nuclear structure elements could be a

feasible project.

We wish to thank Bill Kaufmann and Mano Singham for many fruitful

discussions. One of us (P.S.) thanks Associated Western Universities

for their support. This work was supported by the United States

Department of Energy.
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ABSTRACT

A description is given of an experiment where an
oriented single-crystal 1 6 SHo sample will be used to
determine the deformation of the neutrcn density
distribution vithin the Ho nucleus. The motivation
for employing pion single-charge exchange is
developed, and results from a feasibility study are
presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the description of the matter distribution of the nucleus, the

one piece of information that has not been veil determined is the

distribution of the neutral matter, ie., the neutrons, which together

with the protons make up the nucleus. In this contribution I will

discuss an experiment which is planned to run at LAMPF in 1986 and will

attempt to make a direct determination of the neutron deformation of

l 6 5Ho by means of an oriented single-crystal 1 6 SHo target and the pion

single-charge-exchange (SCX) reaction. The proton density of l S 5Ho is

known to be highly deformed. The motivation for this experiment is an

outgrowth of the success of the strong absorption model of pion charge

exchange reactions. A preliminary experiment performed on an unoriented,

amorphous 1 6 5Ho target indicated that a 10% determination of the

quadrupole neutron deformation parameter is feasible.
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II. MOTIVATION

Much is known about the distribution of the charged matter' of the

nucleus, primarily due to the fact that the charge distribution has been

extensively studied using electromagnetic probes for which reaction

mechanism uncertainties are small. Assuming that the shape of a deformed

nucleus may be described by an axially symmetric ellipsoid, the shape of

the distribution is generally parameterized as an expansion of the half-

density radius Rc in spherical harmonics about the polar angle 9:

Rc = Ro (1)

where RQ = rQA
1/3 . The parameters p| an<* £4 are the quadrupole and

hexadecapole deformation parameters, respectively, which specify the

shape of the charged matter distribution. Values for gjj an(* 0% have been

determined for a wide variety of nuclei having ground state deformations,

the result of an extensive program of vork involving (e,e') reactions, u-

mesic atoms, E(2) transition rates, and coulomb excitation. The

experimental results for 1 6 5Ho are 0^ = 0.322±0.006, 0£ = 0.040±0.020 and

Ro = 6.15±0.03 fra.
1

The shape of the neutron distribution of the nucleus remains,

however, an open question. If the general form of Eq. 1 is applied to

describe the neutral matter distribution, then

(2)

where the superscript n now refers to the neutron. Several attempts6

at determining the quadrupole shape parameter g" nave Deen made, with
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contradictory results. Various hadronic probes were used in these

studies, resulting in large reaction mechanism uncertainties. These

efforts vere further hampered in that the determinations of the shape

parameter were not direct; ie., in a typical approach, the 6;> values were

deduced by comparing the experimental results with strongly model

dependent calculations.

Some insight into the differences between the neutron and proton

distributions may by gained by considering the nucleus as a two component

system in the liquid-drop model. Each component sees the effect of

surface tension which tends to minimize surface area. In addition, the

proton fluid feels a repulsive Coulomb force. The asymmetry energy

expresses the interaction between the two fluids, and causes the neutron

and proton distributions to have the same shape. The neutron

distribution results from the balance struck between minimizing both the

surface energy and the asymmetry energy. The proton distribution would

have the greater deformation due to the effects of the Coulomb repulsion.

Differences in proton and neutron distributions may also be inferred

by considering the eigenvalues of a deformed nuclear potential which

describes single particle motion in deformed nuclei. The proton

potentials for Z 2 67 vary slowly with deformation, while the N = 98

neutron potentials strongly tend to large deformation. Quadrupole

deformations for 150 < A < 250 show10 changes on the order of 102 when

two neutrons are added to even-even nuclei in the rare earth region.

Recent successes in the description of pion single- and double-

charge exchange scattering have led to some theoretical work, which have

provided insight into the problem of making a direct determination of

neutral matter distributions in deformed nuclei. The strong absorption
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model^ of pion single-charge exchange scattering has proven to be quite

successful is describing 0° SCX cross sections to the isobaric analogs of

the target ground states in the energy range 100 -• 300 MeV. The basis of

this success is that the zero-degree scattering amplitude for pion SCX

scattering is proportional to a strongly model-dependent constant times

the circumference of the nucleus. This follows from the fact that the

pions interact at the nuclear surface, penetrating only as far as about

the 10% density point. Chiang and Johnson used this model as the basis

for steking an observable which would be sensitive to the neutral matter

deformation in a deformed nucleus. They deduced that the orientation

asymmetry AQ, which is defined as

dJ- dJ

d2 dS

possessed the desired sensitivity. Here da^/dS (do"/dQ) is the cross

section for scattering from a nucleus which is oriented with its long

axis perpendicular (parallel) to the incident beam direction. Since a

highly deformed nucleus would present different circumferences to the

incoming beam for the two orthogonal orientations, the asymmetry Ag is

clearly dependent on the magnitude of the deformation. This intuitive

picture is completed by noting that the incoming positive pions interact

with neutrons via the elementary reaction n+n -* rt°p; thus As is sensitive

only to the neutron distribution.
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Calculations oc As at G° for 165 MeV pioa elastic, SCX, and double-

charge exchange {DCX) scattering are shovn in Fig. 1, vhere the cross

sections -.'ere calculated vithin the framework: of the eikonai

approximation. The values of As thus determined are independent of the

reaction mechanism used, as the model-dependent uncertainties in the

overall cross section normalizations cancel in the asymmetry. The

greatest sensitivity to g% is clearly found in the SCX reaction, vhile

elastic scattering is almost totally insensitive to the neutron

deformation. Thus SCX to an isobaric analog state (IAS) is the reaction

of choice in mounting an experiment: it is the most sensitive to the

deformation; the SCX cross sections are larger than the DCX cross

1
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Fig'. 1. The orientation asymmetry A at 0° as a function nf P T ^ I ^o

16J MeV pion elastic, single-charge and double-charge-excliange scattering
(Ref. 4).
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sections to double analog states at 165 MeV; and LAKPF is unique in

having the ability to study the SCX reaction as a consequence of

possessing the n° spectrometer.

It is unfortunate then, that it is impossible to achieve the

parallel orientation vith a target sample appropriate to a nuclear

physics experiment. We require a target that resembles a flat plate or a

disk, in that it vould have dimensions of 5 cm on a side in order to

accommodate the pion beam, and have a thickness px limited to about 2

g/cm^ (ie., x = 0.22 cm for 165Ho) to limit the loss of resolution due to

pion energy loss in the target. The best sample geometry for polarizing

165 Ho is that of a long, thin needle, vhere very large polarizations may

be obtained vith a field of only about 300 gauss. In our case, a

magnetic field applied in a direction parallel to the short dimension of

our sample vould cause an induced magnetization that vould almost

completely counteract the applied field. This demagnetization effect may

be overcome only vith impossibly large applied fields.

Our plan then is to measure the asymmetry A betveen the cross

section for perpendicular orientation d<r-/dQ and the cross section for

random orientation da/dS:

. d2 dS
Ar = . . (4)

da1 da
~d2 + d2

The cost involved is a factor of three loss of sensitivity to 0n in Ar as

compared to A as can be seen in Fig. 2, vhere A is shown as a function

of 0n/62- The loss of sensitivity to 0?? is compensated by the fact that
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Fig. 2. The perpendicular vs. random asymmetry Ar for the conditions of
figure 1.

the use of the random vs. perpendicular orientation allows the

elimination of many sources of systematic error. The asymmetry Ar also

retains the independence from reaction mechanism shown above for k%.

In implementing this plan ve will exploit a veil-known property of

single-crystal holmiuo. The structure of crystalline holmium is

hexagonal-close-packed, and at low temperatures the atomic magnetic

moments form a spiral structure about the c axis of the unit cell, with

individual moments canted at an angle of ±10° with respect to the basal

plane. 3 At temperatures below 20K the turn angle between moments in two

adjacent planes is 3 0 . 3 This rppresents nearly complete alignment of

the nuclear spin axis perpendicular to the beam direction, and implies

that a target may be constructed which requires no external magnetic



field. This technique eliminates the Large systematic uncertainties

associated with aligning fields, and has been used by several

experimental groups. In our case ve will orient our target by cocsling to

<100mK, and obtain the candom orientation by heating the target to -IK.

III. FEASIBILITY

In June of 1985, 50 hours of beam time on the Low Energy Pion (LEP)

Channel at LAMPF were allocated to investigate the feasibility of the (Q

experiment. Using a room temperature, amorphous l 6 5Ho target and the

LAMPF n° spectrometer, n°s created in the reaction l65Ho(n+,rt°)165Er were

detected for incident beam energies of 100, 165 and 230 MeV. The goals

ve had in mind in performing this experiment vere:

1. To determine a 0° excitation function for the IAS transition.

2. To measure the influence of the continuum background on the

statistical accuracy with which the peak area of IAS may be

extracted.

3. To confirm the validity of the strong absorption model of pion

charge exchange scattering as it applies to deformed nuclei.

The participants in this feasibility study vere J.N. Knudson, J.R.

Comfort, R.A. Gianelli, B.G. Ritchie and D. Rothenberger from Arizona

State University; J.D. Bowman. H.U. Baer, P.A. Heusi and F. Irom from the

Los Alamos National Laboratory; S.S. Hanna and 0. Pocanic from Stanford

University; S. Hoibraten from MIT; R.A. Loveman from the University of

Colorado; S.H. Rokni from Utah State University; C.J. Seftor and A.G.

Bergmann from George Washington University; V.J. Fickinger from Case
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Western Reserve University; and H. Marshak from the National Bureau of

Standards.

The n° kinetic energy spectra measured in the experiment are shown

in Fig. 3. At each of the bombarding energies the isobaric analog state

is seen to appear as a well-defined peak. The amount of continuum

excitation under the peaks, especially at 165 MeV, is tolerable in terms

of its effect on the overall statistical uncertainty in extracting the

peaks. The -3.5 MeV resolution of the n° spectrometer prevents us from

saying to what extent the isobaric analog state peak is contaminated by

other members of the IAS rotational band in lfi5Er; coupled channels

calculations are underway to investigate the extent of these

contaminations theoretically. Three-point angular distributions for 100

and 165 MeV are shown in Fig. 4, along with the single point at 230 MeV

to which we were limited by statistics. These angular distributions were

extrapolated to 0° in order to to compare them with previously determined

0° cross sections and the strong absorption model, which predicts a 0°

cross section of

In Fig. 5 the cross sections reported by Sennhauser e_t al. are plotted as

(d<r(0o)/d2)/(N-Z) as a function of nuclear mass A. The solid lines are

fits15 of the Sennhauser et alj. data to the form g(E)A"a^E^. The open

circles in Fig. 5 are the results of the feasibility study. Clearly, the

holmium results are not inconsistent with the previous results, which

involved mostly spherical nuclei. Thus no new physics seems to be
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involved vith the description of charge exchange scattering from a

deformed, rather than spherical, nucleus.

To summarize the results of the feasibility study then,

1. The zero degree IAS cross sections for highly deformed 1 6 5Ho

follow the same systematics as for spherical nuclei.

2. The strong absorption model is valid for describing charge

exchange scattering on deformed nuclei.

3. An asymmetry measurement having a 25% uncertainty is feasible

for the 580 hours of beam time approved.

A 25% measurement of the asymmetry Ar would yield a -102 determination of

0"» as can be seen from inspection of Fig. 2.
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100

Fig. 5. Reduced 0° cross sections (dcr/dS)/(N-Z) plotted as a function of
mass A. Solid circles are data from Ref. 8 and the open circles are data
from the feasibility study reported here. Error bars shown include
statistical and normalization uncertainties.

IV. PLANS FOR THE FULL EXPERIMENT

We plan to carry out the full experiment during the summer of 1986.

A 2 g/cnr sample of single-crystal 1 6 5Ho will be oriented in a ]He-4He

dilution refrigerator at <100mK, with the ultimate goal of measuring the

asymmetry Ar with a 25% accuracy. The irradiation of the L 6 SHo sample in

a neutron flux to create.16"mHo at substitutional sites an the crystal
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lattice vill allow us to monitor the sample temperature directly by

gduima-ray anisotropy. Short-term fluctuations in the product of the pion

flux times then spectrometer efficiency will be monitored with a

secondary target mounted upstream of the holmium target. The non-

resonant background under the IAS peak will also be determined by

measuring an angular distribution for l65Ho(n+,n°) out to 30°.

V. SUMMARY

The recent theoretical work of Chiang and Johnson indicates that

performing pion-nucleus scattering, and the pion single-charge exchange

reaction in particular, on an oriented, deformed nucleus like 1 6 5Ho leads

to the determination of the neutron density deformation of the target

nucleus. Our recent test run demonstrates the feasibility of making a

-10X determination of the shape parameter ffy. We are presently

developing the cryogenics and target necessary to do the full experiment,

to be ready for the summer of 1986.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic probe is a precise microscope for unravelling the

structure of nucleorvs and nuclei. Much of our detailed knowledge of the

charge and magnetization distribution in nuclei comes from high energy

electron scattering where we can probe distances much less than 1 fm. A new

generation of medium energy CW accelerators, 0 . 5 - 4 GeV are being developed

to expand these capabilities, particularly those for coincidence experiments.

Polarized electrons and/or polarized targets have up to now played

essentially no role in nuclear physics. At high energies the SLAC parity

violation experiment involving the scattering of longitudinally polarized

electrons from quarks provided a crucial test of our understanding of electro-

weak processes. Another experiment using polarized electrons and polarized
2

hydrogen studied the structure function of the proton. MAINZ and MIT-Bates

are developing a polarized electron capability at lower energies to continue

these electroweak measurements in the nuclear physics regime.

It is clear that spin measurements involving high energy electrons can

play a much broader role in nuclear physics than only that of searching for

parity violation. Recent theoretical studies have shown that the twin

capabilities of polarized electrons combined with polarized targets will

provide a unique opportunity for addressing some long standing physics

problems.
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At this workshop I will review briefly the theoretical framework and

discuss a. few examples of the physics problems that can be studied in t!.e near

future v;ich longitudinally polarized electrons and/or polarized nuclear

targets. The physics involves nuclear spectroscopy, nucleon structure and

studies of reaction mechanisms.

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM

To set the framework we first look at the description of inclusive

(single-arm) electron scattering experiments of the type A(e.e') where only

the scattered electron is detected and nothing is polarized. In the one-

photon- exchange approximation, the cross section has the standard Rosenbluth

form:

- ou£'
1 (vTW

L + v_WT1 ,M rec \ L T J
d£

o is the elementary Mott cross section,

cos 2« sin*9/2 \ ,

where 8 is the electron scattering angle and « is the incident electron

energy. The recoil factor

f i 2e sin2fl/2 .
rec " •"• M

target

In the process a virtual photon corresponding to a 3-momentum transfer

q - 2e sin 6/2

and energy transfer, w, is exchanged with the target nucleus A. The 4-

raomentum transfer Q2 - wa - q3. The electron kinematical factors v and v

are defined below.
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All of the nuclear information is contained in the t'.:o structure
L Tfunctions W and W which depend only on q and u. Varying 9 for fixed q and

L Tallows us to determine W and W separately. Inclusive unpolarized

experiments only allow these two functions to be determined.

ni *fFor scattering between discrete states (J, -* Jf ) the cross section

becomes

where the longitudinal and transverse structure functions are given in terms

of che Coulomb, electric and magnetic form factors as

2 2FT and F_ which involve a sum of squares of the individual form factors are

the only two quantities which are accessible in unpolarized inclusive electron

scattering. The individual form factors cannot be separated from each other.

The basic formalism describing the scattering of longitudinally polarized

high energy electrons has appeared in several conference proceedings and in

a recent comprehensive review. We summarize here only those essential

formulas which will be useful in our discussion of polarized electron

scattering from polarized nuclei.

The differential cross section for scattering between discrete nuclear
wi *fstates (J. -» Jf ) may be written
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where h - ±1 is the incident electron helicity. The electron-spin-averaged

cross section is given by

and the electron-polarization cross section is given by

The spin-averaged cross section may be measured using unpolarized electrons,

while a measurement of the polarization cross section requires that the

electrons be longitudinally polarized. It has been shown that both 2 and A

may be decompressed into simple expressions involving various nuclear response

functions -ci-

K R f i + VTRfi + VTTR£ + VTLRfi

Afi " "M
frec {VT'Rfi + vTL'Rfi'} .

The electron kinematical factors are defined by

- 1/2 [q2/q2) +

1/2 (q2/q2)

(q2/q2) J-lQ2/q2J + tan2*/2

J-LQ2/q2j + tan20/2.tan 6/1
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\ V , - 1/JT [Q2/q2J-tan 9/2 .

In the equations "L° and "T" refer to the usual longitudinal and transverse

projections made with respect to the 3-momentum transfer q.

The above theoretical framework applies equally to the two cases: (1)

polarised targe:, but no nuclear polarizations measured in the final scare--

designated by fi; (2) unpolari^ed target, but polarizations measured in the

final state--designated by fz. The response functions for these two cases are

sinrplv related:

In this discussion, ve will consider only the polarized target case, since the

recoil polarization results are readily obtained using the above relationship.

The target polarization axis can point in the general direction (9 ,4> ) as

shown in Figure 1, and the degree of polarization is specified using Fano

tensers f_ which are related to the more usual Mj-substate population

probabilities.

The response functions have explicit dependences on the target

polarization angle 4

fi fi fi fi

,TT rTTT

where the W's are explicit functions of q, u and 8 . All six of the response

functions WZ K-L, T, TT, TL, T" and TL' are experimentally accessible. The
* *

electron helicity separates Z_. and A-,, the ^ -dependence separates all bur
v tTT.. The 8-dependence in v separates these as well.
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In the polarized target case, the nuclear response functions may be

written as a Legendre decomposition in terms of reduced response functions
•k *k

which depend only on q and not on the polarization angles 9 and <p .

even

even

fcTTT _ 4 f f Z

even

uFr

WT'
£i

even

odd

Wfi ™~J>1
odd

These reduced response functions contain all of the nuclear structure

information in the form of bilinear products of the Coulomb and transverse

electric and magnetic nrultipole matrix elements (form factors) describing the

transition i-»f. The longitudinal (L) response function contains only Coulomb

Eultipoles and interferences; T, TT and T' contain only transverse multipoles

and their interferences; and TL and TL' involve Coulomb-transverse

interferences. It should be noted that the individual reduced response

functions isay be separated experimentally by exploiting the S dependence in

the Legendre decomposition. There are, however, more independently accessible

reduced response functions WV(q) in Z-. than there are form factors to be

determined except when J. - 1/2. In that case it is necessary to use the
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additional information in A-. to achieve the required separation and this

requires longitudinally polarized electrons together with polarized targets

We will now look at several physics problems where the use of polarized

targets together with longitudinally polarized electrons will allow us to rr.ake

a direct measurement of each of the contributing multipoles. This separation

of the nuclear structure functions into the maximal information represented by

the individual electromagnetic form factors will yield our most precise

knowledge of nuclear charges and currents.

III. Physics

We will now use the basic formalism outlined in the preceding section to

discuss electron scattering from specific examples of polarized nuclei. In

this discussion we will examine the behavior of various asymmetries of the

general form

A.. - (2. - Z.)/2 ,
ij 1 j ' o'

where i and j refer to a given choice of the target polarization as specified

by the angles (0 ,4 ), corresponding to the directions L (along the direction

of the electron beam), N (normal to the scattering plane) and S (sideways),

and where Z is the unpolarized cross section. These directions are

identified in Figure 1. The target is assumed to have 100% polarization in

the specified direction.

Another quantity of interest is the polarization ratio (A/Z). which is

measured in an experiment involving both longitudinally polarized electrons

and polarized targets.

1. Deuteron

The deuteron is our simplest bound nuclear system. All of its static

properties have been precisely measured. Electron-deuteron scattering
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provides important information on the short range behavior of the deuteror.

wavefunctions as well as a measure of non-nucleonic degrees of freedom such t- s

isobar and meson exchange currents. Quark degrees of freedom are expected zr~

contribute at large q2.

A complete description of the electromagnetic properties of the deuteror

(J-l) requires a measurement of three form factors: charge monopole (F _ ) ,

charge quadrupole (F__) and magnetic dipole (FM1) as a function of momentum

transfer.

The unpolarized e-d elastic scattering cross section is usually written

as

where

B(q2) - f

2

17 ' 2
4 MD

The two structure functions A(q2) and B(q2) have been measured to high q2 and

are separated using the usual Rosenbluth method. Such an angular distribution

provides a measure of FM1 but F__ and F_o cannot be determined in a model
nl CU CZ

independent manner.

In Figure 2 are shown the contributions to A(q2) from terms involving the

charge, quadrupole moment, and magnetic moment form factors of the deuteror.

The Hamda-Johnston wavefunction was used in these predictions. Experiment

only measures the total A(q 2). The location of the zero in the charge

monopole (CO) contribution is important to our understanding of the validity
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of different potential models as well as providing a measure of two body

currents.

To carry out a complete separation of the multipole contributions

requires measurement of a polarization observable. Electron scattering fro IT a

tensor-polarized deuterium target is sensitive to additional interfering

bilinear combinations of deuteron form factors given by

Fc2(Fco + 2jf Fc2]

2 ,fi

2

WTT] - iflF2,
2 \fi 4J2 Ml .

In the case of the deuteron, the additional measurement of W' e.g. allows all

three form factors to be determined. The most interesting contribution to U'
2 2 2

in the momentum transfer range q <1.2(GeV /c) comes from the interference

t e r m FCOFC2-

Q

In a recent Bates experiment, the tensor polarization was determined by

measuring the polarization of the recoil deuterons (electron beam and target

unpolarized) in coincidence with the scattered electrons. Such an experiment

involves a second analyzing scattering of known sensitivity to tensor
*• 3

polarized deuterons. In this case the reaction d( He.p) was used. The

extracted values of t-Q are compared with theoretical predictions of several

realistic potential model calculations in Figure 3.

Extensions of these results to regions of momentum transfer Q-l GeV/c are
9

planned and would involve very interesting physics. The potential model
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dependences are sizeable and perturbative QCD predictions are completely an

variance with the potential model results.

The t._ measurements do not involve the use of polarized targets but rely

on the use of a polarimeter whose properties must be well known. An

alternative approach involves measuring the asymmetry in elastic electron-

deuteron scattering from a tensor polarized target. Such measurements are

currently underway at the Bonn synchrotron where lnA beams of electrons are

incident on a tensor polarized ND, target. A Q2 up to 0.7 GeV2/c will be

probed and in the future extended to Q2>1 GeV2/c on the ELSA ring.

Holt at ANL is developing a tensor polarized deuterium target for use

as a gas jet internal to an electron storage ring. A target density of

-10l*atoms/cm2 in a circulating current of 100mA results in luminosities of
32 -2 -1the order 10 cm s . Such a high density of polarized deuterium nuclei is

obtained by using optically-pumped polarized alkali atoms which transfer

polarization to deuterium atoms by atomic spin exchange. Densities in excess

of 101Satoms/cm2 appear feasible with present day techniques.

2. Complex Nuclei

Much of our current emphasis in high energy single-arm electron

scattering involves the study of complex nuclei. A recent example which

emphasizes both the specificity and the shortcomings of this simple process is
1 70. The data for the transverse form factor of the 170 ground state in the

effective momentum-transfer range 0.55 < q _, < 2.8 fm are shown in Figure

4.

In the simplest picture of 170 a d,.* neutron is bound to a possibly

nonspherical 160 core. Both Che longitudinal and transverse form factors have

contributions from several aultipoles.
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2 2 2 2
F - F + F + F
*L CO *C2 C4

2 2 2 2
FT " 4 + FM3 + FM5

These incoherent combinations of multipoles cannot be separated in a model

independent way without polarization information. Single-particle

calculations using HO wave functions indicate that there is a sizeable

suppression of the M3 component. Neither core-polarization nor meson exchange

effects can totally account for the observations.

The use of polarized targets and longitudinally polarized electrons in

experiments such as these could provide us with the necessary 'multipole'

meter. The review by Donnelly and Raskin discusses many specific examples

involving elastic and inelastic scattering in complex nuclei. All of these

show the detailed sensitivity that these new techniques provide for separating

the nuclear structure information into the fundamental discription that is

allowed by a measurement of the individual electromagnetic form factors.

As one example of this we will consider elastic electron scattering from

a spin - 3/2 nucleus, 3SK. This nucleus can be described in the extreme

single-particle model as a Id- .. proton hole relative to *°Ca using simple

harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. The effects of core polarization and meson

exchange currents are included in the characterization of the transverse form

factors.

In Figure 5, are .shown the predicted results for the asymmetries and

polarization ratios. The plotted asymmetries are
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where S is the unpolarized cross section and L, N, and S refer to specific
o

target polarization directions with respect to the incident electron direction

(Figure 1). The polarization ratio (A/T). is calculated for specific

orientations of the target polarization.

The results show significant variations in the asymmetries and

polarization ratios as a function of momentum transfer. These variations

result from a complicated interference between the contributing form factors

and are particularly emphasized when any of the individual form factors goes

through zero. Precise measurements when combined with the usual longitudinal -

transverse separation using unpolarized targets will allow a complete

separation of the four form factors which contribute in this case. The

results are also sensitive to the effects of core polarization and meson

exchange currents.

3. Nucleon Electric Form Factors

The elastic scattering of unpolarized electrons from unpolarized nucleons

(J. - 1/2) involves a measurement of the cross section

where

2 2
r - -

The electric and magnetic form factors, G (Q) and G(m(Q). respectively, are

related to the F (Q) and F (Q) by

FL - (1 + r)G£N and

A Rosenbluth separation of the form factors allows for reasonable accuracy

only when the two amplitudes are comparable. In the nucleon case the
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transverse form factor dominates over the longitudinal one at high momentum

transfer. As a result only the magnetic form factor is relatively well knn-.-r.

over an extended range in momentum transfer.

The electric form factor is directly related to the charge distribution

of the nucleon and is a fundamental quantity whose knowledge is important for

the detailed understanding of both nucleon and nuclear structure. For the

proton, reasonable knowledge of G exists only up to 4(GeV/c)2. In the

neutron, which is charge neutral, Gp is very small and as a result is very

poorly known for all q, except for q-0.

The usual method of measuring G_ involves the Rosenbluth decomposition

of electron-deuteron elastic and quasi-elastic scattering. Interpretation of

the results is plagued with both model dependence and large systematic errors.

The available body of data for G^ up to q2-1.5(GeV/c)2 are shown in Figure 6.

For the nucleon case (J. - 1/2), polarized targets without polarized

electrons yield no new information. The polarization cross section for

scattering from polarized nucleons is

Afi " "So {& FT ( q ) V cos'*+ 2i2FL(q)| (q)vTL, , sin/

F2(q) - V LF L ^

A. measurement of the polarization ratio A-./T or eqivalently that of the

recoil nucleon polarization by means of a second scattering involves the

interference term F (q)F_(q) which is directly sensitive to the small form

factor and to their relative sign. This latter result is not available in a

simple Rosenbluth separation.
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Possible experiments which can be exploited Co measure the neutron

electric form factor G_ , include
En

2- -*
H(e,e'n)p exclusive

H(e,e')x inclusive

and

2 -» -»
*H(e,e'n)p

3-* -»
He(e,e')x inclusive.

The sensitivity of the polarized-electron polarized-deuteron experiment
12

to G has recently been calculated by Cheung and Woloshyn. The results are

shown in Figure 7 where the cross section and polarization asymmetry are given

for an incident electron energy of 1 GeV. The deuteron is polarized at 45° to

the incident electron direction and in the scattering plane. The neutron

electric form factor has been parametized by

O2(Ge\M
0
Ge\M2l
.71 J

with 0<i7<«. The asymmetry shows large sensitivity to G_ and appears to be

measurable.

An experiment to measure G_ using polarized electrons and a recoil
13

neutron polarization measurement is being planned at MIT-Bates. Future

experiments involving polarized targets will require internal target

capabilities at the new electron stretcher ring facilities now under

development. The present technology for polarized targets needs the high

luminosity of an intarnal target to make such experiments realistic.
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4. N -» A Transition

The N -• A transition involves the lowest spin-isospin excitation of the

nucleon. Angular momentum and parity considerations allow three form factors

Fw, . ¥-„, and F,,-. In a naive spherically symmetric quark model the nucleop.
Ml E2 \>l

and delta are each made up of three ls-quarks. The transition then

corresponds to a pure Ml spin-isospin flip of a Is quark with no quadrupole.

contribution. Non-spherical admixtures to the A arising from a tensor quark -

quark interaction would allow for L-2 contributions as well.

Quark models have been used to estimate the quadrupole C2 contribution.

In such models a nucleon s-quark makes a transition to a d-quark in the delta.

A precise measurement of the C2 amplitude could shed some light on a possibly

deformed delta.

The polarization cross section for a 1/2 -» 3/2 transition on polarized

nucleons is given by

l ' FE2 "

and the spin-averaged cross section

s " ̂ U V M + VT[FMI + 4]} .
Previous experiments have tried to make the usual Rosenbluth separation to

14
determine F.™. The results are shown in Figure 8. The small longitudinal

contribution is poorly known ard is consistent with zero.

Experiments involving polarized electrons on polarized nucleon targets

would be directly sensitive to the interesting F_OFU- interference term and
Kit M l

provide a measure of F_?. Possible experiments include
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1-* -
H(e,e')A

and 3He(e,e')A .

A study of both experiments would allow for a separation of neutron and proton

contributions to the transition.

III. POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS

Up to now our ability to take advantage of the polarization observables

with high energy electron scattering have been severely limited. One noteable

exception is the recent t9n measurement on the deuteron and the planned recoil

polarization measurements on the nucleon.

Longitudinal polarized electrons are or will soon be available at several

facilities. High density polarized targets which can take intense beams of

electrons are not so readily available.

Typical inclusive electron scattering experiments with extracted beams

involve beam currents of lOOpA and target thicknesses (for high resolution

work) of 10mg/cm2. The resultant luminosity

Text 40 1n35 -2 -1
L - ~ x 10 cm 's

Electromagnetic cross sections are relatively small compared with hadronic

ones and such high luminosities are essential.

Another approach for using polarized targets involves gas jets in

electron storage rings. Circulating currents would typically be approximately

100mA and target thicknesses of 1015nuclei/cm2 seem feasible. The

corresponding internal target luminosity is
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L i n t - 0.6 x 1O33 cm-2 • s"1.

This is comparable to the extracted beam luminosity and suitable for

experiments in the range of momentum transfer up to 3fm

Most of the available cryogenic targets can only tolerate beams of a fev

10's of nA. This loss in luminosity (-10*) severely limits their use. Gas

jet targets, on the other hand, where the polarized nuclei are being

continuously replenished, can operate satisfictorily up to the required

luminosities. That is why this technology looks so promising even though it

requires the development of accelerator capabilities (storage rings and

polarized electrons) which are presently not available for nuclear physics.

IV. SUMMARY

We have tried to show in this brief overview, using a few specific

examples, some of the new physics made possible by the measurement of

polarization observables. The ability to measure accurately small amplitudes

and interfering processes would be an important new tool for electromagnetic

nuclear physics.

To make the proposed experiments possible, will require continuing

technical efforts in the further development of:

- CW facilities

Polarized targets

- polarized beams

- storage rings (internal targets).

Such developments are currently planned or underway at several facilities

around ths world.
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Figure 1. Coordinate systems for scattering polarized electrons from

polarized nuclear targets.

• 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 2. A(q2) for the deuteron.

The contributions correspond to the

terms F*n(q
2), 8/9rj2F^(q2) and

10
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